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The intention for these pages, is for the encouragement, edification and exhortation of the Body
of Christ. The words are meant for believers in Christ. Each one has been born out of prayer
supplication and my journey with the Lord. May those who read the Word of the Lord hear what
it is the Spirit is saying. 1 Peter 4:11
I do not for the most part, include scriptures references, but encourage for the readers to seek
them out as part of the discerning process – as we are instructed in the 1 John 4:1; ‘Beloved, do
not believe every spirit, but test the spirits, whether they are of God;’
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Believe in Me.
For I am the Light. Look for Me, wait for Me, watch for Me for surely as you do I will be found by you.
The problem with many is that they do not want to see Me – just aspects of who they think I am. So, they
never will see truth because what they see is partial which and easily distorted.
My way demands full attention but sadly people come to Me like one comes to a buffet table where they
pick and choose what appeals to their appetite.
I look for the one who will have Me in all I desire to bring. For each one is ever so precious and I desire to
enter in and fully be present so that I may be Lord in all and of all in that life, for this is where this one will
experience my fullness and be ever satisfied.
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Truth
Truth has always been and remains in Me. I am the source of Truth and speak it continually. Truth is Life
and Truth is the Way – you will never by no means get lost. For too often Truth is given up for lies
thereby nullifying the power that Truth naturally has. The power of truth does not allow anything other
than life to have its way. Truth is the answer for which are all the questions searching for it. This Truth
frees and is freeing. The purity of Truth is as the purity of gold – precious and of value. Seek it with all
your heart, mind and soul and you will surely find it.
“I am the way, the truth, and the life. No one comes to the Father except through Me.” John 14:16
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Be Still and know that I am God
Be still, and know that I am God. Settle everything that comes to distract and cause you anxiety upon
who I am. Let all this that seeks to occupy you be absorbed into the truth of who I am. Deal with each as
a transaction. You have worry? Take it and place it upon me and receive My peace. You are plagued
with the needs and wants in today’s world? Take and place them upon Me and receive My contentment.
As these come again to harass you, remind them and yourself that ‘I have Christ’s peace and am still in His
arms’ or, ‘ I am content in Christ and have need for nothing – in Him’ This is my heavenly economy – that
the world knows nothing about for they are transactions that are priceless and full of great power. As
you invite me into your daily living and struggles the power and influence of the enemy will weaken over
you in areas that you deal with in this way. Be warned as you lend to them, you essentially are giving
glory to evil– which invites and invokes more of its hold upon you and your situation. But, as you look to
Me, and ascribe to Me your full attention and acknowledgement of who I am you are making the way for
my cleansing of all the evil and distractions that are there to snare you. Do not speak into the ‘power’ of
negativity around you. Don’t say things like ‘my day is going bad because of such and such’ or even think
such things. Because you are giving the forces of evil glory, which allows it the power and influence over
you. Even when you think or say such things but pray to me regarding them – your prayer is held back
because of the honouring you are doing by giving it glory – for I share my glory with no one! Therefore I
cannot participate in your plea….no matter how sincere you are. You must repent in that you give the evil
around you the honour that you have first – than you may come to Me. The psalmist David spoke about
the negative around him and in most of his writings was a ‘But’ there is power in that but! You can speak
to me about your ‘bad day’, telling me all about what is happening and then go on to say…but my God is
greater! Oh yes, there is power in that! It must be more than words you speak – you must live and
believe what it is you speak. You cannot recite who I am on one hand and live contrary to this by living a
life of sin. It is amazing on how many of my children expect Me to move on their behalf – while they
choose to sin in their daily life. Oh that my children would repent and choose to follow me with all their
heart! For they would experience my love, my power and a sound mind.
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Praise- the power and victory
As one walks upon the narrow way they are not subject to the wiles of the wicked one, but to Me. Yet,
they are very much touched daily with the effects of sin and death in and among the world. But, as they
walk among this, they draw from my Life and power to overcome the attempts that assail them daily. As
My life flows through such a one, they are like magnets that draw good and are like healing stations on a
planet that is dominated by death and destruction. In the power of praise to My name they are
untouchable for the evil forces hate and cannot get near to such acts of worship. So I say sing! Sing to
Me in your routines, let your heart declare My love and goodness to the open air! For in doing so it is like
spraying the most powerful disinfectant known to man! It destroys all the evil in its reach. Clarity will
follow. You will see that it is like this; I am substance and that which is evil is full of hot air! Evil needs a
willing vessel to feed off of for its power to come into effect. In the act of declaring praise and
thanksgiving to Me, the power evil has, in your situation and around you will weaken and even disappear!
For in praise you invite My presence into wherever it is you are – it is vast and far too deep for the human
mind to comprehend. If it were to be made into a movie, it would be most thrilling and exhilarating what
takes place in the spirit. And when my people praise unto my name they are doing battle! And are
destined for victory! On the other hand, Satan dwells in the atmosphere of condemnation – the acts of
sin and death is where he draws his power. Glory not in his activity – which is giving attention to his
impact – instead, fortify your walls! Make your gates praise and your walls salvation unto Lord! For my
ways are what is true – praises bring what is true, good and right into what presents and this is the recipe
for my victory on earth.
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The Narrow Road
Be of good cheer! For I have overcome the world – enter in My joy! Fill up what is lacking in you through
and by Me. This life (in Christ) is more about the filling up of your entire being – My Son which is the
continual recognizing and adjusting to My Son. While this is lived through your practice all that the soul
has collected in their lives – that are lies that bring death will come to the surface and spill out and
though it be a loss you will count it as gain! For those who truly live their lives in Me think not about it
being about giving up as so some sorrowful thing. That way of thinking – that one must give up (what
they love) stems from the liar, Satan and his philosophy. I am the way, I am the truth, I am the life and
those who choose to follow Me will by no way lose their way. Choosing to follow Me is not a one time
choice as many have been led to believe, but instead is a choice that is for every moment of every day.
My Son’s life demands this. This is why My people are few, for not many are willing to walk in this road
that leads to life. My ways are simple. Ask and you will receive. Knock and the door opened. Enter into
My rest – though My way is narrow, it is not hidden to the eyes and hearts that truly search for Me.
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Freedom from what Binds
Declare Me in every moment – even in the secret places…the dark places by planting a flag in the spirit,
that declares my ownership in the particular matter you are struggling with or in! In your meditation think
of this – that I am in these places, my presence and power, and then praise Me in the places you have
planted the flags bringing glory to My name in these matters - praise declaring the victory you have in
Me. In so doing I will enter in and claim back what was stolen. Do this and you will be free. You see, where
my Spirit is, there is freedom. Do not allow the wrong, the mistakes, the outcome of sin to speak – for
death has no say when you turn your attention on to Me. In the deepest of sin, invite me in to this place
and see what I will do! I desire to take you out from the dark crevices and bring you into the marvelous
light!
Note: examples of declaration may be:
'Jesus, I invite you into my love for alcohol - and I plant a flag that signifies I declare you as owner in this
matter! I praise your name in this place! You are greater, and break the chains - you are Lord in this
place!'
'Jesus, I invite you in this place of torment and hurt in my heart for _______ who has violated me and
abused me - You are Lord in this matter! Have your way.'
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Blessing or Cursing
Delight yourself in the Lord and He will give you the desires of your heart.
These are not mere words, but a promise I give to those who will hear and do what it is I explain. I am
greatly pleased towards those who delight themselves in Me. I am like a magnet to such a one for I
cannot help but to be drawn towards them. It is true as well in the opposite, for those who do not take
delight in Me and even avoid me because they do not like the things pertaining to God, to these ones I do
not draw near to, for they have put up a wall of separation between us. It is by the choice they make to
avoid me that there becomes a wall of separation. Even those who are mine can do this. For there may
be areas in their lives that they do not want me to go near, because they want to continue doing it, hiding
it or denying it, so because they do not confess it before me and desire to have me look at it and speak
into it – they do not delight in me, in my ways and my words, they are in fact displaying that they do not
want me involved. Sin always gives birth to death. So when they choose to avoid me in this way, they
give birth to the sin and harbour death. Death can come in many forms. Torment is one. Fear. The fruit
is clear to a keen eye. There is a hiding of some sort and a heaviness. It is the opposite of my giving to
those who delight in me, the desires of their heart. To the one who does not take delight in Me they will
surely get the desires of their heart – which are evil and will bring to them death and it comes by the
hand of evil. Man will get the desires of their heart either way, but when you take delight in Me, that will
yield blessing. The opposite, cursing.
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What I have Given you
I have given you My Son. In Him I am well pleased and oh how I love Him so. He and I are in
complete fellowship together, we agree in everything there is no contention. I have given Him
all things and He has made all things to be through Him. Our relationship is something that
cannot be comprehended on an earthly level. It is pure and holy. He is my heart’s desire and
has fulfilled Me as Father.
We created you in love. You are our joy and delight. It had to be so, where I gave my Son for the
redemption of man – there was no other way, as there was no greater love that could cover such
sin! I, was like Abraham – but, I from my own hand DID slay my Son – My beloved!! At the
moment of My slaying Him, the scavengers of evil of every kind set in - My love for Him – the
pain of a Father…..was there as I watched Him be abused, tormented and tortured. It would be
something of a different entirety if He had deserved what He endured, but He was the
perfection of what I desire! He had no sin in Him, His love for Me was perfect and demonstrated
through and through – He did not waver – even under the weight of all sin – He never
sinned. Yet He became sin- took on its disgusting stench so that I no longer could look at Him, I
could no longer approve of Him – He was dead to me. That hour was the most heart wrenching
moment for the both of us and mankind will never understand. But oh how this was the power
that rent the veil of the temple in two! This was the power that shook the whole earth! He
overcame – for you and triumphed – just as we had planned it out from the beginning. Out of
His death came the life that we have desired for mankind from the beginning of time – rich, full
and in fellowship with us. A price had to be paid for such an expensive debt. What we have
done, must never be taken for granted. Unfortunately this is the case. Though it was of great
cost to us because it cost nothing to those who would receive it – it easily is treated more like a
bargain does for those who stumble upon a ‘good deal’ – they are thrilled to receive such a good
deal and feel the high of the value but because they go no further to discover the meaning of
this ‘bargain’ it becomes a mere commodity to them where they operate in a what’s in it for me
relationship.
Our hearts break at the watching of this among the assemblies for they become like spoiled
children who begin to demand and expect out of the richness that is provide them. This is
something that we do not condone – nor are we ever part of. For it is earthly and sensual and
every demonic thing congregates there.
No, many are led by their lusts who think they are believers of the way, but this is the question
that will be asked on that very important day to which they will have to answer;
What did you do with My Beloved Son?
How have you managed His life that was given for you while you lived on earth, in all its freedom
and wealth it provides? For you see, His life was to be your treasure and where you would find
truth and the way.
It will be a great & terrible day – for those who have ears – let them hear! Amen.
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I AM
I AM
I AM the Way
I Am the Truth
I Am the Life John 14:6
I AM
I AM All and in All Col 1
I AM the Alpha and Omega Rev 22:13
Where I AM you may be also John 12:26
Those who would come after Me they will have Me, and find My Life; Matt 7:7,8. What I say is true; John
3:32-34. For any who will follow after Me I fill and these have My Spirit; John 7:39, John 14:26. It is by
My Spirit that any will find My Life; Acts 4:31. My Life is not found in this world; John 18:36, but many
who are deceived follow after another whose image they have made – so this god will suit to their tastes
– and they serve the god of this world. For as many as I call only a very few follow after Me so they may
be chosen Matt 20:16 For I am strict and precise so those who are mine are able to hear My voice. Is a
Shepherd easy and generous? No, for this is not how he would be able to keep his sheep safe and in his
care, he trains them to listen to his voice and he leads and guides with firm prompts and commands
Psalm 23:4. I came to earth, and said many things and what is recorded is somehow explained away.
When I say that anyone who comes after Me must hate his mother, brothers and even himself – there
are few who take this up Luke 14:26. It is strict. When I say that a man must forgive anyone who has
offended them or My Father will not forgive them, this has not been taken seriously by the majority for it
is strict and precise Matt 6:15. I tell that in order to find life one must give theirs up, that to follow Me he
must first deny himself and take up his cross– words that are strict and precise Matt 16:24-25. To believe
in the Son is to follow Him in all that He has spoken – for this is how faith is shown, by your works John
15:10 James 2:14-20. Many have gone astray because they have taken the broad road and call it My
grace. Where did I say that any could continue to walk in sin and be My disciple? I have said that if your
eye causes you to sin, then pluck it out Matt 5:29! I said that your hand causes you to sin then to cut it
off Matt 5:30! This is strict and precise. When I say that all who are weary and heavy laden come to Me
for My yoke is easy and My burden is light – this has been taken in error as a way of coming and finding
rest from the burden of life. This is only half true. For I place My yoke upon all who would come to Me
for rest. My yoke is what I use for all those who are mine to lead and guide them. When any come to Me
there is an agreement to be made and that is that they accept My yoke and My burden that they are to
carry Matt 11:28-29. This is strict and precise. For those who have followed after this wide road – they
forget that I have said that My way will be narrow and it will be difficult Matt 7:13-14. This requires a cost
to My followers Luke 14:17-29, for on this road demands continual obedience My teaching 1 John 5:3.
My life has been cheapened in the context of this grace (deception) and requires nothing from its
followers. They do not accommodate My Spirit within them; instead they expect My Spirit to
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accommodate them. They have not realized that the god they worship will be who they will imitate and
the one they serve is a lover of self and the world.
Those who are mine with each day they live are closer to looking like Me; 2 Corinthians 3:18.
Who do you say that I AM?
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The Law of Liberty
Blessed is the one who looks to the law of the Lord, for this one gains up into abundance. In the law of
the Lord is the sustenance of life and freedom 2 ingredients that drive away the evil forces that often
overthrow man. It is a practice that must be daily mastered for its effectiveness for it is like a live wire –
of living activity for it will not manifest in a dormant style of living. This is the very essence of this law, it is
the continual moving in one direction and this direction is like no other but is often mimicked. The
direction is the way of Christ. You see, you have the way of going left, right, up, down, in or out and so
forth, where the direction of Christ is not like that. His way is always narrow in perfection – but
remembering He is the perfection. For to think that one must be perfect first – in this thinking they have
already lost their way and walk another path. This is how many stray, yet they don’t even realize they
have strayed, for they accept their experience as coming from the Hand of God. Many books, sermons
and articles have been printed – with great acceptance by the masses based on this wrong way. They
take the false produce as precious, they deem it so and it becomes what their imagination dictates to
them. They do not understand that it is as empty as a cloud that has no rain within it. This type of
experience only creates waste and distraction. The enemy is master over keeping souls such as this
occupied with what their heart seeks after for he provides generously.
The mark of walking in the way of Christ is one who seeks not his own. To seek not from or for oneself is
what it means to deny oneself. Take care to understand that there is a close parallel of ‘self-denial’ that
many religions adopt for this type excludes the work of the Cross. One must be ever diligent to examine
motivation upon what it is they do – as they deem it for the Lord. For those who killed Christ Jesus were
under this evil influence. Self-seeking can be masked very easily into doing good – yet the root be as evil
as murder! Self seeking manifests law, which consists of domination and rule, where denial of oneself
manifests grace, which consists of freedom and love. To one who is in close communion with Me – they
will easily spot out the two for one exhumes the fragrance of Christ, most pleasing and a delight to be
around where the other is an odor that repels. Christ himself does not come to condemn so as there is
the spirit of condemnation – Christ is not in this. Many are snared by those who practice in this way, and
for their release they must fix to submit to God in all things and to resist the devil in all things and they
will see their freedom. Submitting to God involves the throwing off of all else, fixing your eyes upon Him
and giving to Him all you are, do and want. As you do this, you wait for Him to direct you. It is only as you
obey what He says. In submission you are diligent in searching out His ways, through the reading of
scripture, prayer and belief in that He is a rewarder of those who diligently seek Him. Submission to Him
means that you are not fearing man – for the fear of man is the fuel that keeps one bound. To fear God is
to be in the place of submission. Many do not fully understand that when one is under the domination
and control of another – they have placed such a one on the throne and it is they who they honour and
submit to. They have allowed fear to master them. I am far from this dynamic. They pray to me for help
and I see their affliction yet I am limited within this because of whom they choose to serve. I speak to
them but it can only be from afar – yet my voice can be heard. For I do not relent and continue to speak
to them. But alas, even some such as these are so bound, yet, I have been able to speak truth – for they
have inclined their ear to Me and provided to them the way of escape. My mercy is great and I long to
bring release to all who are bound and I will never relent. If one were to see how much they are offered
by my voice and how they discount, deny and disobey what I speak to them, they would understand that
they are bound because of disobedience to Me. They are without excuse for my mercy and grace extend
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upon them continually for they choose another over Me. To the one who wields domination and control I
am in the same way speaking to them continually, but because they are driven by their own appetite for
power and control, they cannot hear my words to them. Most times my words are not something they
desire – they are repelled by them. This type of soul is one that I have mentioned when I say they are like
whitewashed tombs with dead man’s bones inside! For they are expert at looking very good from the
naked eye but upon my inspection, death is uncovered – the law of sin and death is rampant within. For
they are law makers and make it their aim to bind all who they are in contact with. Where the Spirit of
the Lord is – you will find liberty. What is liberty? It is the place that is above all the trappings of this
world. The place where I speak and am heard clearly. Liberty is not being attached to anyone or
anything. Liberty is being found In Christ, drinking from Him and eating of Him – looking unto Him for
your every need. As you are in this place you are in the most broadest, full and abundant place you can
ever be – for you are lost in His depths and are safe from all that is in the world to snare you. Liberty is
the opposite of control and condemnation. When you live in Liberty you have confidence in your
standing and that you are accepted into the beloved. To stand in this is to live in this – this is the power
that allows my sons and daughters to overcome. This is what the dyeing world needs to see!
I am the truth the way and the life….to come to the Father, all must come through Me. My way is narrow
– but all who go through are given the means to do so. All that is needed is the willingness to put one
foot ahead of the other, determining to walk in My way – I will take such a one and begin walking within
them in the path that leads to the law of life and liberty – in Christ to the fullness of all that is.
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I call to you, sinner!
You who have settled under the smothering blanket of sin. My voice is faint, but I am God and can speak
anywhere. I speak now, to you, I wait for your ear to incline to Me. For sin has pressed you in and has
trapped you. The sin that you once enjoyed as a good and soothing thing, steals from you now and is
killing to destroy you. But My voice will continue to speak to you, tirelessly. For I see what awaits all
those who continue in this path – and I do not take pleasure in the fate of the wicked. For realize that
you are counted as wicked in My eyes. For you live for the love of sin. Oh, but I am a good person you
believe in your heart! Do not be deceived, for there is none that is good in My eyes, not one! There is
none who chooses good and to be good! It is only through My Son that any shall escape My wrath – for
this, He is the only good. So, here you are, you are under this cloak of wickedness, saying you are a good
person – I say, come out! Come out and live! Choose life! Call on the name of My Son Jesus, with a true
heart, to believe in Him to save you from sin – and breathe your first breath of true life! And you will
realize how you have lived all these years, like a pig in its filthy pen. It will be stench to your nostrils once
you choose life, and you will no longer desire to be sin’s temple, but will become a dwelling place for Me
that will be pure, clean and holy filled with My Spirit. I am God and there is no other, and I will do that
which I said I will do and there is not one who I cannot make holy! I will give to you a new heart and you
will choose to love Me and hate sin because I will give you a heart that will burn for Me. Do not settle for
anything less. For this is the plan that I have for you. It has always been for a future and a hope, so you
will be with Me now, in this life and forever. You will be who I have called you to be and will enter my joy.
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Careful in Keeping your Oil
Where are all My People? They are for My gathering and are in the midst of this world awaiting
Me. They contain the flame I have placed within them that lights their way, keeps them warm
and allows Me to see where each one is. There is none that will be lost or forgotten in the day of
My gathering. For in this day they will be like magnets to My call and be snapped up in My
power to draw them.
Like I have spoken once regarding how important it is to keep your lamps full of oil – so that this
flame will never go out, I say it again! I see throughout the world far too many in this dangerous
place. They have neglected to labor to keep their supply of oil in their vessels. You see, My Holy
Spirit is the oil, and He is the power for the flame of God within each and to too many who
believe they need to do nothing in maintaining My Spirit to accommodate My Presence is a lie
that has spread and causing many fall by this deception. My Spirit has been deposited into all
who believe in Me and My work I have done applies to these who would receive Me. What is
forgotten is that I AM – which is to say, I am alive – living and require the accommodation of
each soul who would have Me to continue to live. I AM the God of the living, not the dead! For
as one continues to live according to their flesh – which is dead, and does not yield to My Spirit
they become further and harder each time they ignore Me. My Spirit will continue in ones like
so for only a time for I will not be mocked! Though My love can never be separated from those
who are mine – My love is something that the finite mind cannot ever understand. This has
been the lie that many hold to as they live lives denying My power in how they continue to live –
so they may continue in such apostasy! I even love all those who are lost, apart from Me – but
does this constitute them to be saved from My wrath? No! My love is not what saves. My love
is the reason I made a way for all -so they not perish but have everlasting life – what saves is the
blood that was spilt – to those who take it, and drink – for in it is life. You see, I have given man
breath, so they may live. If they stop breathing, they do not live, they will die. In the same way, I
have given My blood so man will live and not die – but they must continue in my blood to
continue to live, this is why I say I am the bread of life and the living water – you must eat and
drink – and continue to do so, to live.
My Spirit is a deposit and to those who continue to draw upon Me more I give – and to those
who do not draw, what they have will be taken from them. My love has nothing to do with this
for I have done all that I can so that none would perish – it is the will of man that makes his
choice to turn from what I am, and give. Yes, man has his will for I am not a puppet master and
do not force anyone to love or continue to love Me. For though I already know who will go to
hell does not mean that I was the one who chooses for each. This is another where man’s finite
understanding can never grasp. There are many snares that many waste much time in endless
debating - and this is one of them.
These words I speak, to many – even the ones to whom need to hear, will not understand
them. For to such ones as these I say ask and continue to ask, knock and continue to knock seek
and continue to seek – then I will know you want what it is I tell you and will give you
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understanding in the things of the Spirit. Be careful to all who I have deposited My Spirit – for
He is the very power that raises the dead, do not treat Him as though He were less for the fear of
the Lord is the beginning of wisdom. Cry out for the understanding for the fear of the Lord and
you will be careful to walk in participation with My Spirit and live in the power I Am and give.
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Trial, Pain & Suffering
Take encouragement from My Hand in your times of great trial. For this is the only way to bring you
through. Careful to what you pay heed to, in all who will speak words to you, words born out of
sympathy. Sympathy is a counterfeit to what I give and will keep you in the place you despair. Peter
attempted to give to Me sympathy when he rebuked My mission. What if I had listened and agreed with
him in that God is much too kind to give to me the cup I was to drink? Do you claim to know about the
kindness of God? Who can understand it with the human mind bathed in human emotion? My
encouragement will sustain you – feed you in the depths you are in and goes far beyond human emotion
– and will anchor your soul so you may ride the storm upon you. Your emotion says ‘I want, I need, I must
have!’ where I say, ‘give, give up, and give all that you have in you – to Me’ My encouragement says to
empty out – so I may fill and you will have my comfort.
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Right but Oh so Wrong!
There is a way that seems right – in man’s own eyes. A way that is rooted and grounded in the
soil of a prideful heart. The fruit of such is like an orange, yet when you open it up to feast upon
its splendor – you are met with its emptiness of any such thing. The hungry soul continues to be
hungry. So it is as men who speak and teach the things of God as one being right in their own
eyes. Who are the ones that do such things as this? They are the ones who you will find that
many embrace and sit under eagerly. They may be known as pastor, teacher or prophet. They
may have a following great in numbers and usually do. Why? Because of the itching ears that
seeks for them? For it is they that raises such one to fame. Upon what measuring rod is used to
seek after their truth? Not the word of God and not His Son. It is the fancy of this world in the
love of the flesh. For when the God I AM is present, He moves hearts to break them. He moves in
souls to remove the world and the clinging to the dead flesh and its deeds. Where you sit, to
listen and learn, are you moved like this? If not, wake up while the day is still called day – and
submit to God and flee from such idolatry!
Proverbs 21:2
Every way of a man is right in his own eyes,
But the Lord weighs the hearts.
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Are You ready for My coming?
I am fast approaching and see a people (who say they know Me) who are going to and fro with such
busyness. They have much to do and even when they don’t they are content to have nothing to
do! Where in truth, they have a great deal to prepare for and they are not concerned with readying
themselves for My arrival. In the time before My coming – they will faint and lose heart because they will
have used up all the oil in their lamps. For to live in Christ, in the abiding, is where you will find safety
from the evil one. For in this day the evil one is granted the ground that he has not had previous, and will
have all the opportunity to do as he pleases. For My arm will lift- but not from those who have Me as
their life. For it will be a time where they will need to be deeply rooted and grounded in Me, who I AM,
and my Word. Because they will not have these – there will be a great falling away. Instead they are
deeply rooted and grounded in the things of the world and their flesh. It has always been my will for
those who call on my name be a people who seek Me, spend time in prayer to Me and follow my
commands and the separating of themselves from the world – for this is where My Life resides and where
I offer growth and strength and power to overcome. Know that I come for a pure and spotless Bride!
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To all the little children who were taught Jesus, and now are lost.
I desire to speak to those who were taught about Me in their early years – that they would hear what I
say to them. I am the God who does not change and am the same yesterday, today and forever more.
You may have met Me and embraced Me and believed Me to be true. But as the years have gone by and
now that you have grown you have left the things that you once knew of God and once paid attention to
in regards to Me. Some may have been barely a believer of My words. Some took My words and let them
enter into their hearts and were eager to learn and believe Me. But now you are far from Me. Even now
you do not confess to know Me and you have taken other beliefs that are contrary to what I say. Some
say they believe in Me, but in their own way or in a general sense. Some hate even hate Me.
I come to you today and speak these words: It is true who I AM is the God I AM. In scripture I have
revealed Myself. I am strict, but I am also full of love, for it is I that has created love. Love has been
twisted and the purity of it is no longer allowed to dwell in most places in the world. It would be
compared to taking the beauty of a rose and tossing it aside for a fake plastic rose – and calling this flower
the true rose. My love is not flat, it is not of this world and has many dimensions. The love of this world is
flat, has one dimension and is self serving. My love can only be understood by those who have embraced
Me – in faith, and to those I impart this love. This is why those who do not consider Me, hate Me or have
not embraced Me cannot understand, and what they do not understand, they reject. Yet, I have imparted
in each human being a cell. This cell is one that is like a honing and is a receptor to Me. Even though one
is not a believer in the God of Creation – there is this cell that calls to Me. It is a hard saying for
understanding, but it is this cell that cries out for Me ‘Abba Father!’ So I challenge all those who have left
all they have been taught, learned and once knew in the things of God Almighty – and join in the cry for
Me. For I will declare to you this day – if you do, I will enter into your life and you will know that I am God.
If you continue to call I will give to you eyes to see what is true. If you still continue to call I will fill you
with the desire for the truth – and you will be compelled to call out to Me and I will come into you. I have
plans for you that are good and not evil – all along, for they have been already written! My plan is that
you turn from the darkness and look into the light and join Me. You see, I desire that you be found, for
you are lost – and I am calling out to all My lost ones now. It is time, for the days are getting darker and I
do not want you to be lost forever.
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Without Excuse – in that Day
Will there be a person who is willing to take one step towards Me? For in that one step I release
all heaven upon this one – so they would desire to take the next step to bring them yet closer to
Me. With each step one takes toward Me I supply them amply with what they need to take the
next and then the next one after that and so forth. For all who draw close to Me, I draw near to
them. This is where the soul is battled for, for as I pour out over them so they might take it to in
to themselves in what I give, the enemy of their souls uses all his devices to distract and remove
them. They may be enticed and follow after his lies and promises but I continue to send
invitation out. My voice is continually speaking out to the one who may catch it so they will turn
towards Me. Realize that My voice is unlike any other. Do not reason with your carnal
understanding – My voice speaks in all things and through all things – it is not confined into mere
words. I can speak into every cell of your body, into every atom in creation. I can speak to
whatever and whoever I choose. My voice can go into the deepest of the deep, the lowest of
low and still be in the heights of heaven. I speak in all situations; crisis, joys, sorrows and pain. I
speak relentlessly and to the one who takes the step toward Me, I give more – I give light so they
may see the place they are in. Oh, it varies in degrees, for I know each and every one and how I
must communicate with them. I never let up. Though they hear Me and move forward and then
move back away I continue and do not stop. Every human being is granted My voice – that they
may hear it so they will draw close to Me. They either do, or they do not. Some gladly receive
Me – to take Hand in the wings of My message, though they do not yet recognize it is Me. They
do know it is right and in this I honor their decision by holding them, to bring them farther from
the darkness and closer to the light so that they may soon see My Son. I introduce them to My
Son – and they receive Him. Life on earth for souls of man is about taking steps – toward their
God. It is about one step leading to the next step – for I know every man’s heart and I listen for
them – and with the glance they give My way I will swoop in to pour over them more – that they
would lay hold of it and desire the next step. I draw man to Me in this way, and they draw to Me
and will bring them to the door of the Kingdom of My Son where they are introduced to Him so
they might receive Him and enter in. I continue, to speak so that they would continue to move
toward Me – I never stop for this is the Life I give to them. The enemy of their souls looks to
destroy My plans for each one and why each one must continue to move forward in Me. You
see, he uses all his devices to distract and deceive all who look to Me and will hear My voice, and
accomplishes much – not because he is more powerful and has some sort of strength over My
work, but because it is given to him, by the ones he succeeds in. For he knows that if he can get
a soul to lift their eyes off of Me, it will be easy for him to deceive them and turn their heart from
Me to what he tells them. This is why there is confusion among My people, for they have within
their ranks a scattered bunch – that say with their lips they love Me but their hearts are far from
Me. Even in this I extend my grace and speak!
The Day coming will reveal to all how much they were sought after by Me and they will see how
they discarded My invitation and how they rejected Me. All will be without excuse. Not one soul
on earth has been kept from My voice, not one! The wisdom of man, thinks they see the
unfairness of God – as they foolishly question Me in My own creation! I laugh at the arrogance
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of the earthen pot telling the Potter how they know better! They do not know the idle words
they speak are held in account on the day they meet Me.
The whole world lies under the sway of the wicked one – yes, they have the propensity to follow
him in the lusts of their hearts. But no one can be deaf to Me and My call- it will be heard – but
they can be hardened against it – to be repelled by it to hate it. This is the judgement of
rejecting the living God – they get what they desire – a black and hardened heart. I am God –
and am able to break hearts! Yet, I will not go against what it is they choose for
themselves. Believe Me when I say that I desire that none should parish but they have
everlasting life. I will not stop – speaking out throughout the world. Looking for a heart that has
caught My whisper to them – so I may pour over them more to lead them out – to My Son.
Do not give up praying for the lost, for your prayers are like fuel joining my passion in the rescue
of all those who are captive in their own rebellion. My heart loves them and wants them more
than all the love in man could ever love – that they may join Me in the Son of My love.
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New Life means death to old
I Am the Way, the Truth and the Life – ALL must go through Me if they are to be received by My
Father. How do you go through Me? By believing and receiving Me as your Lord and Savior – to
believe and receive is to live in faith in who I am and have done. What I have done – I have given
new life. In this new life, no longer are there chains to your human flesh, with the Self-man to
make any demands that keep you in bondage. No longer is your master the devil. These are no
longer your life – they are dead. It is no longer you who lives – but I who lives in you. For where
My Spirit is, there is freedom to this soul. My economy is always contrary to what the world and
the flesh deal in – you want to be free? Look to where you must die! For in this, My life can
enter in – and bring you into your true identity. I do not give and give and give – like many
believe! I give, as you die! I give only more and you continue to die! My life is lived in all who
are willing to die. It must be so. The power of the early church lived in the truth of this. Today,
it is not so and there are many deceived. They hold onto two lives that of out of their flesh and
to live also in My name. I do not speak of martyrdom, as many who are deceived make it their
life’s achievement – this is a doctrine that comes from the enemy of the souls of men, I am the
God of the living – not the dead!
I have led the way – I did all that the Father called Me to do and did not consider My own will but
only to do that of My Father’s will. This is true for all who desire to be Mine and can only be
done by denying the Self. Die to live. Live to die. Only then, will you walk in My Spirit and
power. It is time to lay down your life, die to yourself, pick up your cross and follow after
Me. Leave the world behind you and look ahead into Me and My life I have for you.
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Mockeryl
Who Am I but the Lord God Almighty, ready to save, ready to destroy. I love, and I hate. I give
and I take. The God of peace and destruction. Heaven, eternal life, Hell and eternal
death. There are none who can understand Me that they try to answer for Me in the things they
cannot comprehend in the human mind! What I build, I can tear down – if I so desire!
I desire that I have a people who desire after Me, as I come to them – that they respond to My
touch – to know Me. I come in many ways to a person, to awaken them towards Me. Those
who keep their minds stayed upon Me shall walk in My peace. My peace is in the place where
they are able to see, hear and know Me. It comes more and more as they submit unto Jesus
Christ as Savior and Lord. Many who I draw, do not know they are being drawn by Me – but
there comes a day where I make Myself manifest to them – so they would declare and believe in
Me to be their God.
There is a ploy laid for those who call on My name and place their hope in My Son – to divide the
truth. This is why you must love the Lord God with ALL your heart, ALL your mind and ALL your
soul – to do otherwise, you are open to deception. ‘Nobody’s perfect’ I hear many say as they
continue to live unkempt lives that bare no semblance to Me. I have no pleasure in such as
these. I require a commitment in My people – to Me. The commitment manifests in how they
live among this evil and perverse generation. I am God, Holy and true – and I demand this! I
gave My Son to all who would commit to Me – so they may walk as He walked to keep my
commands. Instead, there is a way that seems right that they walk in, and expect the God I AM
to line up to how they have proposed to live! I live not in the deeds of dead man’s flesh, I have
come to live in the new man by the Spirit of the Living God! I will not be mocked! For my glory
and majesty forbids it! Whoever would sow into his flesh, to partake in its pleasures and desires
will reap its judgement – this is the true law of sowing and reaping! You will never find any good
thing as you dig around in the flesh of man and yet this is what is brought to My table! Yet I have
a people who think they be My messengers, My servants – who present the treasures of their
own hearts – and call it ‘of God!’ Do you not remember Uzza – who I struck dead because he
put forth his own hand to steady my Ark, or Aaron’s sons, Nadab and Abihu – as they used fire of
their own in My presence. Or Ananias and Sapphira as they purposed a plan in their heart that
conspired against My Spirit – all I struck dead with My own hand. And too, My anger kindles
against mockery that has been propagated in My name.
One need only to humble himself, seek Me – repent of their own wickedness and I will bring into
each one, the true flame of God. In this flame there contains My fear – to do what is right in My
eyes understanding that to do otherwise, is counted as lawless – and wicked in My sight. Do not
be deceived Oh people, you have an enemy, who comes as an angel of light, who even speaks of
the good news of the kingdom of God and who understands the art of deceiving – even the most
wise. Do not think that you cannot be deceived – and make it your diligence to seek My face, in
humility of spirit – and I will reveal to you the folly of what is known to many as the truth in the
things of God. Seek Me while I may be found!
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Last Days Exhortation
In the gathering of My people, as it is written, they will see Jesus as He is, for He is within them –
they have in glory to glory been transformed into the image of My Son, so they will be like
Him. My Spirit must be yielded to – so I may move in a soul. Yield yourself, more and more to
Me. Give to Me places in your heart that you have not given to Me. For in this you expand into
My own Image. Do not think that you are complete – in that there is no more work to be done
in you – because you stand uncondemned. This is a teaching of man – and comes not from Me
and My Word. Press on, move forward toward the prize in Christ Jesus. He is where all the
fullness dwells – and to do this there is to be the casting off of the old and dead. Many are the
rooms that a soul has that are closed off to My Spirit – and this is not understood in that it is not
even acknowledged. I will show the yielded soul for the Spirit leads and guides into all truth, and
it is a yielded vessel that understands their frailty and must be shown all things and to take
nothing for granted or to presume. For they must be as sheep, who are cared for and led by the
Shepherd. It will be this way until they breathe the last breath on earth – that there is always a
room – in their hearts, where they need to invite My Spirit to dwell to bring them refreshing and
freedom from the bonds of the flesh. My desire is to bring freedom. Freedom as not the world
sees – but true freedom. My freedom is one where though you may be bound by man to be
imprisoned – you remain free, that you may sing songs of praise to Me as My servants did as it is
written. My freedom, you are able to face death that will come to many who name the name of
Christ as their Lord – with no fear, and still will be filled with My power to praise My name and
look to My glory as joy to look unto! This freedom is what I speak of in that they loved not their
own lives even unto death. This is the power that I give – that My people must have in these last
days – then they will walk burning in the fire of God giving Me glory and Honor – testifying Jesus
Christ overcoming by the Blood of the Lamb.
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The Hole In Your Heart
I see the hole in your heart. It drains out everything that has been poured into it. You can be
given purest of love only for it to drain away or financial stability, homes, travel, riches,
accomplishments all and everything that there is – and yet you gain no lasting satisfaction. This is
why there is a sadness, for you have been robbed through this hole. You have been on a quest
for quite some time now to remedy this perpetual thirst you have that will never really be
quenched. You acquired this when you were young and now as you grow older it grows within
to dominate you. You plan your life around this hole, making your decisions and choices that will
suit it. You have become a slave to the hole in your heart in the seeking out what will bring you
escape, soothing and satisfaction even if but for a moment or two only to repeat with a deeper
sense of need and into hopelessness.
I have come so I might fill this hole in you, you need only to believe in Me and take My hand. For
as you do, I will lead you from your misery into the life that I have prepared just for you from the
beginning of time. My plans for you have always been to give you a bright future in Me that is
filled with promise and hope of good things that will prosper you in wholeness of heart. You see,
the hole in your heart would be the place where I will meet you, at your invitation that I may
enter in you- in your heart. I would breath into you new life that will heal and you would no
longer need all your fixes and props you have established and are enslaved to now. For I say to
you that where my Spirit is, there is always freedom. I have already taken care of the hole in
your heart through My blood that I shed for you, all you need to do is to take what it is I give- in
faith that I Am who I say that I Am. I will shine My light upon your soul and we will walk together
into your freedom for in your weakness, I am your strength. I will give you the power to lay aside
all that takes from your life today – take My Hand and begin to walk with Me. Take one step and
even two and I will show you in My light how to live the life I died to give to you – one that is the
promise of wholeness where you will be filled with My love, My power and My peace.
Link to Christ Sets Us Free- Not Just A Cliché! for further reading that may be of interest.
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Inexhaustible Riches
Who among you would lay down your own life? To this one would only live to gain. For it is only
this kind of soul that would turn their back from their own self, will they receive the riches from
heaven out of My treasuries. Oh, but do not be deceived, my riches that I bestow have no value
in the earthly kingdoms. My wealth is not sought after by the natural man like in the stock
markets that many gain from. Nor in the successes of good business, and entrepreneurship. My
wealth, My prosperity, My success – must be found and utilized in My Kingdom. This is where
those who are mine are to conduct their business. My economy is untouched by any one and is
eternal. Those who utilize My trade, are ones who count it all joy when they used and abused by
others for My namesake for as they do, they are strengthened in My Spirit and are filled with My
joy and love in the midst of this world’s madness. I only give more to those who would desire
this. For in truth, My people will face hardship, tribulation and opposition, but will endure and
will glorify My Name as they live – not loving their own lives, but unto their love for Me. For I fill
them with such love. You see, I give and will continue to give to all who would make it their daily
practice to lay down their own lives, which is the desire to please and walk in their own wills. It
must be in this way, for I do not share in the one who wishes to live for their own desires to fulfill
the needs of their flesh. Though one gives only a sliver to Me, I will be faithful to My word. I am
fluid, I am not idle – so those who shall look to Me, even if it is little by little. Give to Me, look for
what must be renounced, removed and repented of – everyday, for I will surely show you. For
understand that this is for your own health and safety for it is never acceptable to harbour what I
detest and died for! My desire has always been to consume all who would have Me, let this be
your desire in that you would yield to Me as your life practice. Give to Me, your willingness, give
to Me the dark rooms in your soul and you will gain My riches, My fullness, and will lack for
nothing! Humble yourself before your God, cry out to be filled with only more in the posture of
no longer living for Self. For as you give to Me your Self, I will give to you, good measure,
pressed down, shaken together and running over – which is your gain. For with the same
measure that you give to Me I give back to you! For it is only to your advantage to give all you
can, for truly you will only increase and prosper in My name. As I have given My life, so you too
must give your life, and you will live the Life I have provided for all who trust Me as Lord and
Savior.
Note: This word is in continuation to the previous post: The Hole In Your Heart
As the Lord gives me these words I usually have extra writing that compliments them that is
found on my other blog Way Truth & Life. Below are some that correspond with this word.
Christ Sets Us Free -Not Just A Cliché!
Christ Sets Us Free -Not Just A Cliché! Part B
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The Deceived
There are many who walk about thinking they are following after Me. They speak My name,
pray in My name and they say they love Me but what decides this to be true in that I truly am
Lord of their life? Those who are true followers of Me do not think of their own life at all, they
look to the Son of My love – to His life. These ones will seek Me in ALL that they do for they
understand that there is no other option that I must have all of them -for them to rightly follow
after Me. It is a walk where in this world they will be in continual battle with their greatest
enemy – and that is Self which is rooted in the flesh, where the devil has power, and has no part
in the Spirit, where I Am found. In this great battle that they have daily they are continually
aware and give to Me all that they can so they may take and receive Me; to take Me, they must
let go of Self. Those who are mine follow after the pattern of emptying to be filled. Yet, there
are those who attempt to get to Me through and by other means, and that is to continue to live
as they wish adding to the Self which always quenches the Spirit. They do not follow after the
conviction that my Spirit gives, but instead by their feelings and own understanding. They are
ones who do not trust in the scriptures as being fully true to be their guide and revelation of My
heart. Instead the scriptures are used by them, like a product and not received as the well spring
of life. Where in truth, scripture is food I give for the growth, edification and insight of life in the
Spirit of the living God. These ones are like users, they have a motive that is selfish, for they will
come to Me once in a while and almost never when things are going well and will cling to Me
when they experience hard times and will look to Me to fix their problems. What they need to
do is give to Me themselves so I may deliver them from what binds them and this involves giving
up and surrender. For whoever desires to save his life will lose it, but whoever loses his life for
My sake will find it. Nay, in the hard times they face they do not ask Me to do with them as I
please so that I would accomplish My perfect will. Instead they enlist others to pray for their
victory or that they would overcome the particular difficulty as if the problem is the
problem. They are acting out of self and do not have the understanding that it is I that has
caused or allowed the problem in the first place so that I might get their attention then their
devotion. It is for their own good, but because they look at it through the eyes of their own
understanding they miss the opportunity I have presented to them – so they may enter My rest.
Like those in the wilderness who were not able to enter because their hearts were still in Egypt
so too are these who do not seek to go on, into the Promised Land that My Son has bought for
them.
As the Lord gives me these words I usually have extra writing that compliments them that is
found on my other blog Way Truth & Life. Here is a post that corresponds and relates to this
particular word. When lies become our truth
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Pray!
I will fill mouths that are hungry for Me. I will make Myself known to the ear and eye that desires to hear
and follow Me. I will also do this with those who do not look for Me, do not desire Me – for am I not the
Lord God Almighty? I make rivers in the desert lands and roadways in wilderness places, nothing is too
hard for Me! For this reason, I will tell you this; pray. Pray for the lost. Your prayers are not the nothings
you think, they are not unheard – but instead, as you pray, and continue to pray – and do not waver, they
become heavy in My Kingdom and accomplish much. So I say, pray My children! And pray some
more! For My ears never tire from those who would make this their daily sacrifice! Most do not fully
realize that prayer is a great work here on earth, that they have access to the Living God with
supplications to Me- whose arm is not shortened that it cannot save, nor is My ear heavy that it cannot
hear! I count each prayer you make and save it, for in My kingdom your prayers are a treasure that
increases and is stored. So I say, ask Me, continue to ask! Pray for your neighbors, your
neighborhood! Pray for your friends, and your enemies! Pray for one another! Pray without
ceasing. Don’t just watch the news, or read it, use it to show you what to pray for! When you are
standing in line, at the doctor’s office, stuck in traffic, look around you – pray for those who you see! For
as you grow in prayer, I will guide you, to show you who specifically needs prayer and what it is to pray
for! As you go for your walk, or run, pray for all who you pass by! When you feel angry at someone, make
it your task to instead – pray for them! For you do not realize the impact this has, in you, and in them. I
look for those who have the heart to pray, and I will bless all who take this as their mission – and you will
grow in the Spirit and be a mighty warrior for My kingdom. Do not take this lightly, for prayer is a vehicle
in which accomplishes My will to extinguish evil – begin this day to pray as you have never prayed before.
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Weighed in the Balance and found Wanting
The warning and the cry of the Lord goes out and there are only but a few to pay heed. The rest
are found elsewhere and not about doing the Lord’s business. They will be the ones where the
day of the Lord is like a thief, for they do not pay attention to all the warnings I give, nor to My
rebukes. Instead, they live to gratify their flesh and love the world, their hearts are far from Me though they think they follow Me. It is just as I have said long ago. For My voice stirs the hearts
of those who will hear, and who are mine. For My sheep will and do hear My voice. My Spirit
resides in ones who will have Me. But for those who wander after the lure of Satan, My Spirit is
like a faint vapor to them. For however much you give you receive. As you give Me place, I will
consume and reside and grow (you) in strength and power – this is how you become an
overcomer. It is just as in the parable of the talents. What I give (the deposit of My Spirit) I
expect a return. But the many have hid and shoved My Spirit in a hole and lived life without
even giving Me any serious thought let alone commitment. They do not take My yoke to learn
Me, nor do they know Me, and so, I do not know them for how could I when they tucked Me
away to not interact with Me? How could they know Me – How could I know them in such a
way? For My Spirit is a great treasure and has the worth of great power – to heal and deliver
and increase a life to become My image bearers. So the many who do not take My Spirit as the
treasure it is – and have dug a hole in the ground and hidden it – they will be met with shock as
they will see what they have done. Is this the kind of people who I come for in My Bride? Not
so, for they did not make themselves ready. They did not buy gold that I look for, by going
through the fire to burn off the flesh so to increase in Spirit. They did not desire to see and apply
My eye salve that I give for they were not willing to pay the price, and that is to deny
themselves. They do not weigh in but are found wanting. They are empty and this is why they
do not hear the voice of the Lord at this time. They do not sense the urgency of the day and
hour – because in the deception they have followed, there is no need to be urgent or to ready
themselves, for the teaching they take hold of tells them they are perfect and forgiven and
accepted in My sight! Woe to these, woe to them – for they have not even dared consult with
Me, for I would have told them and they would have taken heed to My rebuke and warning.
Parable of the Talents; Matthew 25:14-30
Gold & Eye salve; Revelation 3:17-19
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Repent or Perish!
I have indeed called for the world’s repentance. That all might find life and not perish. Yet it is
true that only a few will take My offer. To repent is to turn away from sin. Look at the compass
it will always point to the north, in same, I am like the North that those who are mine will be
pointed to which is opposite of where sin is. It is like when you put two magnets together they
will deflect one another, they can never be compatible. This is the same with the relationship I
have with sin. I am repulsed by it. I do not dwell where sin abounds, I judge. I am life, sin is
death. My people who are called by My name – are a people who gladly repent. They do so in
the humbleness of heart realizing that they must! I do not enter in to any who would not repent
from sin. I grant to all the gift of Salvation and those who receive this gift turn from their sin, to
enter in to My life, My door. Oh yes, as long as you carry around your body of flesh, you will
always battle your greatest enemy – your flesh. It will rise up within you daily to demand its lusts
and desires. But I say, ‘crucify it! Deny its demands!’ and take up My cross and follow after
Me. For I will put My yoke upon your shoulders and you will be able to bear the hard and
difficult road that lies ahead. For make no mistake, those who are mine, walk a hard road. With
each step, they will increase in Me and be made into My image. They are a people who do not
live to find pleasure in sin but have made a life of repentance – which is to ever turn away from
sin to turn to Me. They trust in My power to overcome in their temptation as they move away
from sin's pull to face Me. Repentance is what I require of all who are Mine, make no mistake –
for there is no other way. True, the payment has been made for the power of sin and its
judgement and is free for all who would lay hold of it, but this is not license to continue in the
very thing that cost My Son His life! His blood covers your sin, but who shall come to My throne
to plead for His blood to cover their sin that they boldly continue in? Am I not the same today,
yesterday and forever? I hate sin, and My judgement remains upon it – today. Do not be
deceived to think that you may claim forgiveness for sin while you continue to live in it! No! My
power is for those who would walk worthy of repentance. My love covers a multitude of sins –
but do not play with My love. For I love, but I also hate. I hate sin. Do not think that you may
continue in sin to be covered in the Son of My love. Repent. For it is your only escape from the
judgement that you place upon your own head. Lovers of God will be a people who grow, they
will grow in their love for God, and they will grow in their hatred towards sin and will be a people
who understand the word and meaning of repentance.
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Narrow Way
Narrow is the way and few desire to find and walk in this path which is My path. This path is
where you walk in what I call you to. It often is a lonely road and where you are separated from
even the ones who also walk this road. In this path you are guaranteed My arm of protection
according to My will for you. It is where you are closest to hearing My voice. This narrow way, is
one where I bless those who choose it. Many mistake that this narrow way is a onetime choice,
where they have expressed their love and acceptance of Jesus to make Him Lord, this is true, but
not complete in that it is a moment by moment path where to forge ahead is to walk in the
obedience I call for, where there is no excuse made for compromise.
Those who walk upon the wide way and say they follow Me are deceived and walk in dangerous
territory, for My hand of protection is not there. Though My sovereign will still stands where I
will intervene on occasion this is often mistaken as being My blessing (and sign that they are in
My will) which is in error. They do not realize that the enemy of their soul walks very effectively
as an angel of light, and can and does give ‘good gifts’ to those who worship him. They do not
realize that when they are not worshiping Me, they are worshiping him. You cannot serve two
masters, you will either love one and hate the other. Far too many believe that because they
have wealth and riches they have My hand of approval upon them – this too is deception. And
for some they will have a ‘peace’ that they take as being of Me, but if they were to look a little
closer it is not what I give. This peace they have is the dullness of heart that cannot discern
correctly. For the peace I give is much more than complacency it is what I give to those who rest
completely in Me in surrender.
I do not need the wealth of this world to carry out my tasks. In fact, I look for those who will
work with Me to prove this ignorant and contrary. I am the Lord God Almighty, I do anything I
wish, and with what I choose to use. Remember this and look for Me, not to the means when
you are in need. For your need is Me and no other
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The Problems You Face
Take a look at the problems of My servant David, had he handled them in of themselves, he
would have had an entirely different outcome and not become King. He did not allow them to
be his focus, I was His focus. You see, the human mind wants to look at the here and now with
logic and intellect, but there is much more to what the eye sees and what the body feels. It has
been written that the war to be fought is not against flesh and blood, but is of the spiritual in
dominions and principalities in heavenly places. And it is only I who can properly assess and
navigate My sheep through their troubles to safety. Oh that My people would realize that the
problem, the trouble, the hardship or torment- is NOT what needs to be fixed! In this world you
will always have tribulation, as I have spoken – but it is only I who has overcome them. No
human being can ever successfully overcome truly, unless they allow ME to overcome in
them. This is the mystery of the resurrected life in Jesus Christ and what is called the
sanctification process. I have reconciled all sin – and it is the focus for My people to be
reconciled through this process. I have made the way, now it is up to each to walk through the
way I have made. Each problem one faces, I give invitation to embark with Me, so that it is My
purpose and plan that will come to fruition. And it is in here that you will find your deliverance
you so need. This journey is not for the faint at heart, for it will require from each who will
journey with Me. For often, the problem is a problem upon problems – that have not been
addressed according to My way and so, there is much work that needs to be done, and
undone. So, I say, bring to Me your problem, your troubles your torment – but do not take them
up again to be your subject, focus or prayer to pray. Instead, look unto Me with all your heart,
and make yourself ready so that you will hear Me speak to you. The surest way to hear My
words is to make it your aim to turn from evil, from dark, from sin. Let your business be this, to
join Me in creating a clean heart within you, so that you may see, and hear Me. Ask me where
there is darkness, where you have not followed Me. Read scripture with eyes that will search for
Me, and what it is I ask of you. Pray prayers that will ask for Me to reveal the truth of the
matter. Learn to be humble before Me – and it is in this posture that you will hear Me, and I will
teach you what it is you need to learn so you may grow in the vessel that I have created you to
be – for honor. Do not let the problem become your subject or your aim in that you are looking
for Me to solve or to give you relief from. Instead ask Me for My answer. In this you are
releasing its hold that it has had upon you – in that even though in the past, you may have
seemingly outwardly solved such problems, it will only be a matter of time before another
similar problem will come upon you. For there are familiar spirits assigned to you – and will only
come back again, to torment and antagonize you – usually in greater degree. It is complex – the
kingdom in which your battle is and in the way it must be fought and handled – and I encourage
all who are called by My name to humble themselves, seek My face with hearts of repentance because this problem has become your idolatrous focus. Repentance is the starting point to
where you must begin. Humble and contrite hearts before Me I will not refuse but will gladly
come alongside to walk you through and out of what has overtaken you. For many walk
sorrowfully, and with much weight upon them in the problems they face and are plagued with,
and call for the prayers of others. For too many, will pray as if the problem where the problem,
but it is only an outcome of something that lies hidden. It is only the ones who can hear Me to
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tune in to Me, who will pray effective and fervent prayers that will avail much, but they are
few. Where I say, do not look to the earth below and all its materials for your solution, but look
to where I Am, seated in the heavenly Kingdom above all principalities and dominions, where the
answer lies to all your problems.
So, today, take your issue – lay it down to not take it up again as you have always done. Repent
of it. When it seeks out upon you to encumber you again, turn from it – and its power it once
had, and look to Me as the power you give over to. Meditate upon who I am, in light of this
issue, this torment, this problem that plagues you. Desire to know Me IN this problem. Give no
longer glory to your issues, give glory to Me. Seek Me with all your heart mind and soul. Commit
all your ways to Me. Then, I will show you what has led you into the place you have found
yourself. And I will surely show you the way out. Be prepared to forgive, for this is the key that
will unlock you from the snare you find yourself in. One step at a time, and I will show you out of
the cycle you have been bound to – as you commit to Me – everything.
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My Brave Ones
Who are the brave ones? They are those who are willing to die for Me. No, I do not speak of
physical death – as for far too many, they follow after a lie that says they must die for their god,
to enter into their reward. For in truth, you cannot die physically for Me, like so many who have
done in My name – until you are able to die to yourself first. In fact, unless you die to yourself,
you cannot truly live – in Me to serve Me and enter into My Kingdom. For as you do, your life is
no longer your concern. The cares you have had are no longer what you continue to have. I say
cut off that part of yourself that causes you to sin – and I say this without mercy! For I see that if
you do not it will carry you to hell! Do you not see that to live in this world you cannot be of
it? Do you live to be rich? Successful? Famous? Physically Fit and beautiful? Do you love Me
enough to desire to be blind – and lose your eyesight – if your eyes were the cause of sin that
would lead you to hell? Are you willing to give up all your treasures, collections and possessions
if I ask them of you? Would you lay down your career to take up a new job at McDonald’s if I
called you to this? For truly, those who would offer themselves up to Me in this way, they are
those who are brave and will lay down their lives so they may live for Me and what I ask of
them. I say that those who are cowardly are counted with the ungodly and murderers. For we
are in the days where too many do not even understand the truth and command to deny
themselves and take up their cross and follow Me. If this is you, you MUST learn what this
means if you are to be counted as Mine. Play no longer the game called church. Go before Me
and repent of this and begin now to deny yourself. If you are so hard and blind and do not know
what this means – go before Me with a sincere heart to ask Me what this means and I will take
your hand and I will reveal to you this hard, but powerful truth. Time to turn from how the
coward lives before Me, to become one of My brave ones – for time is drawing to a close.
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Get Your Affairs In Order!
The deception deepens among the majority of those who profess to be followers of mine. I am sounding
alarm among you today – pay attention! Therefore let him who thinks he stands take heed lest he fall
and examine yourself to see if you truly be in the faith – of the Lord Jesus Christ. For who goes on a long
journey and does not first make sure they have the finances, and proper papers and directions? Or who
does not consider what they must pack or prepare for before they set out? I tell you that there are more
who spend the time and take the care for their earthly journeys then they do in the most important
journey they will ever take, into eternity. Just as it would be preposterous for one to say they are able to
travel abroad and will do so, yet they have not made any preparations nor have the means to do so as it is
for any who say they are believers in the faith, yet have nothing to prove this. If I asked you, are you born
again, what would you say? If I asked you are you saved from the wrath of God from your sin, what
would you say? The reality is the majority of answers would be ‘I don’t know.’ If this is your answer it is
you I am talking to. I am calling out now, to warn you – get your affairs in order for today is the day of
Salvation. Take lightly no longer the journey you have been created for to insure your name be written in
the Lambs book of Life
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Strong Delusion
Preface: As I was meditating upon the flurry of what is coming in - as warnings and words and I
was asking the Lord regarding these to which I write what I heard Him tell me.
It is true in what you have said. For in these last days have not many risen up to say ‘here is
Christ, there is Christ?’ For what they say, they say is from Christ. They state that Christ is here,
speaking to them. There has been created a frenzied stir and is not of My desire or doing. It
collects hungry souls, who take to this type to be their spiritual food. For it is of a spiritual
nature- not of mine, nevertheless it is spiritual and dangerous. For this is the sifting that is to
take place that judges those who are not sincere in Me. For the sincere will recognize and not be
taken away by this wave I have allowed. For this is part of the strong delusion that has arisen
that has now come. My Words that I give, cause those who have ears to hear to draw close to
Me. To make their walk sure footed. This is the fruit of true prophesy. The words that are
spoken forth of false in nature are not so. They are like a fleeting flash of nonsense that are
laced with truth that is also intermingled with lies. Those who would lay hold of such will not
sustain to draw close to Me, because it is out of a wrong motive, heart and spirit that it has been
brought forth as well as from their own hearts to receive and embrace it and they soon look for
another word that they may feed off of. My words are not meant to be fed off of, but to create
an action - that moves souls closer, toward Me.
Sensationalism is what is sweeping the lands on many levels. Leaders, groups, lands – are being
sensationalized in My name. Never has this been so great as in these last days. For the spirit
that sends it – goes forth to enter into hearts who would receive it, to deceive and deceive some
more! The day now is where I separate those who desire Me and seek Me with those who
follow after their own hearts and tickling ears. Do not be deceived to think that the enemy is not
clever enough to bring this about – even among those who think they are strong in My spirit! I
call all, to cling to Me, seek Me in all they do, think, say and believe – for you are in the place
where that of great and powerful deceitful spirits are seeking to claim all that they can to fulfill
what I have said long ago. Look not to another, but Me. Look to no other but what it is I came to
do. Look to no other but to believe on My name, for I give perfect peace to all whose eye is
upon Me and to the one who puts his trust in Me. Dig deep into My mysteries of the Kingdom of
God, look for My treasures I give, and seek to remain in My abode – this is what I say to
prophesy!
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Come Out!
Come out from among them My people!
Be not deceived any longer – remove yourself from this land! For this land is detestable in My
sight and My indignation burns against it to destroy it!
This place you hold so dear, so close to your heart is your snare and holds a noose around your
neck. Yet no one holds you to remain for you can walk out and away at any time you choose to
do so.
I do not dwell in this place, with you. You must come out and then I will abode with You. Be
deceived no longer – leave the calling of your flesh in living to its satisfaction. Realize you have
been a prisoner to your flesh and I have given you release from this tyranny. For is not the death
that I took upon Myself, what has granted all release from the bonds of sin, My own blood to
forgive you of the curse that lies with sin? Do not think that the work I have done as some
magical wand for you – so you may continue to partake in this sinful domain! This is a great and
grave error and a doctrine of demons that many sit under as they continue to fill up their flesh
with many sins. I came to all who would find life in Me – who would believe Me in what I have
done and to those would walk in faith in Me. No one can walk in the world, to freely partake in it
and adopt its traditions philosophy and wicked ways, shows faith in Me, who I am and come to
do. For I have broken the power of sin and death over all who take Me as their own for they will
live no longer to follow after lusts but will subject themselves to Me! Seek no longer after
pleasure, seek no longer to be entertained or gratified. For this is a sign you still live in according
to your dead flesh. But I say, come out and live according to My Spirit where I will give you all
My good pleasure which compares not with anything this world offers. Throw down that body of
flesh and lift your eyes upon Me. For the land that is rooted in this world is full of danger and
takes many down who once believed. They foolishly thought they could live righteously while
they partook also in the world to enjoy its delicacies. Oh be not foolish like them - any
longer! Come out of her My People! Come out of this den where demons and every foul spirit
and the unclean dwell – be not deceived for as you continue you too will also share in her sins to
receive her due.
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My Church is not a building!
You do well to dwell in My House, for this is where it is you will find safety. Though I take you
through the valley of the shadow of death, you shall fear no evil for I am with you. Let this sink
into your hearts and minds, for this is where the power lies, to live according to My ways. The
fear of nothing and no one, save the fear of the Lord God Almighty. To fear being away from My
presence, to fear to have My wrath set upon you – these are the things to fear! Where is My
house? Oh many say it is in a building that has a steeple and cross adorning its exterior, or
where those who gather in My name – but I say, this is not my house! My house – for it is not a
place, but a being and is that of those who are called by My name, and have the indwelling of My
Spirit. I enter in, and we become ‘My House’ – My house is not limited to a building but is the
habitation of My Son – which is the chief cornerstone of My House, and all who are mine, are the
living stones to make up My House. There is far too much honor and reverence given to
buildings and sects – that gather together who say they are ‘in God’s House’ – they do not know
this is in error, because they only follow after man’s words, and tradition. I am building My
house, and the gates of hell will not prevail against it! Realize that I, the Lord, am against MANY
so called houses, for I wish to spew them out of My mouth because they have chosen to mix
with the world and have become lukewarm and distasteful to Me. They boast of being My
house, and they do not know how I am set against them! For they serve not Me, and they get
not from Me but from the god of this age, he gives to them and is their god. I see each one of
My living stones, and take great pleasure in their value, for they give My Son His honour due His
name as they humble themselves before Me. They seek after Him with all their heart, though
they stumble and fall, I am there to pick them up and show them the way – and they hear Me to
get up and follow after Me. Do not be deceived in these days to seek out a building as if this is
what I have asked, do not do this. Enter in these buildings with the understanding that they are
not My house – and instead, search for My house in one another, for truly there are not many –
in these buildings, but a few. For I am calling My living stones out to assemble in My Name as
they hear My Spirit lead. For I have never been a part of owning buildings, I have never been a
part of walls that are called denominations. It is truly a marvel at how many do not see this. But,
the evil one has blinded the eyes of many. I did not ever say that I would have one man be a
leader as they have placed in these places! I have never said they become a business that needs
to be promoted and marketed to gain finance! For I feed thousands with little, I need not the
money that is so very dependant in these – do you not know My ways are not and never man’s
ways! Desire that you see this and I will unblock your blind eyes and hard hearts! My Bride looks
nothing like what man has set up in what you call these churches! I want nothing to do with this,
come out My people, for they are filled with all kinds of evil. Ask Me, and I will reveal to you
what has been supressed – to those who have hearts that are true to Me and want to
know. Release your grip from this powerful bondage that is upon you, by acknowledging it –
and your participation in it, and in this, I will grant to you more light to see. For this is the devil’s
playground, and he has power to deceive with all matter of lying signs and wonders. Do not be
deceived any longer, and come out. Come Out!
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The Reality of the Spiritual Forces of Darkness
Dream; The Black Cloud
I was on this very large ship, it was white and the type that fighter jets land on in war, and in the
distance I saw a very dark cloud rising. I knew that this was just not a cloud. As I watched this
cloud it formed into a very deep black funnel – I have never seen such a black cloud in real life or
even in photos– as this one was literally jet black, and I knew immediately that it was the
manifestation of evil. It began to swirl and kick up and it came towards me. I had with me two
loved ones. Out of the black cloud a man appeared and approached me of great power. He was
pleasant in appearance – but I knew him to be dangerous and very menacing. He came right to
me, and circled around me like he was looking for something. I understood that he was seeing
how he could enter me/ my life so he could overtake me – and he saw that he could not so he
looked at my loved ones. I immediately placed my right hand around one and my left hand
around another and declared to him ‘ I take authority over these – in the mighty name of Jesus,
you cannot touch them!’ and with that he knew he could not so off he returned into this
cloud. And the cloud approached us with fury, we were literally in the middle of its destructive
path – but we were untouched.
Interpretation
I saw how important it is to make sure we walk in Christ with our armor on and in use. That to
be vigilant to live clean and blameless lives, quick to confess our sin and repent – so the enemy
does not have any place for entry into our lives. Because the enemy did not see a place of entry
in me, he went for those who I love. This affirms that we MUST pray for our loved ones –
CONTINUALLY! To lift them up before God asking that His grace and mercy be upon them to
protect them – and that the sin they are in, their unbelief would be used for God’s purpose, and
that the enemy would not have his way with them that they be kept under His protective Hand.
Dream: There is sound in silence
I all of a sudden could hear the most foul, evil, satanic, murderous, terrifying, overpowering and
deceiving voices – they were overbearing, so very repulsive and they shook me to the core. I
was in a house and went to the window so I could jump out to escape them, then I realized they
were outside too – I had no way to escape for they were everywhere!
Interpretation:
The voices are of the satanic force in our world – heard only in the spiritual realm as I heard
them. These voices speak constantly they leave no space, for all is filled with their voice. They
are like a satanic wind that is continually blowing to snare and catch and influence all who have
no guard to protect them. The force they contain enters into the very smallest of cracks that we
leave open. The souls who have nothing to do with Jesus Christ are like what I felt – helpless and
hopeless. And still, those who have Jesus, are still at risk if they do not guard their souls as we
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are instructed to. We have the armor of God given to us – as Paul instructs us with each piece
we are to have and apply. Ephes 6:10-18
We as believers truly must take serious that there is a devour-er out there whose aim is to kill,
steal and destroy! For far too many of us, we are complacent of this and plain lazy to our own
ruin. We would much rather muffle the voices with things, doings and substances.
Vision; Praise is Power
I could visually see and feel the pain, chaos, fear, gloom, dread and anxieties whirl all around
me. The amount of distress and darkness was unbearable because there was the feeling that
there was no recovery or escape from it as it quickly consumed and overwhelmed. I knew that I
was experiencing what we as individuals feel and go through and as a whole of society and how
the terrible weight held each captive. I was able to see visibly depression, heartache, fear, loss,
worry, dread, terror and everything else that was dark and evil. I could see the force and the
ownership it held upon the world. My heart was pleading to God for his answer, his help…..
He turned my attention to a small box that lay strewn on the ground. It was opened a crack and
I could see the power, the purity of life, truth and light flow outward from it as a living
energy. As I looked upon the box I immediately understand that it contained healing, love,
blessing, protection, joy, goodness, kindness, beauty, restoration, wisdom, knowledge, peace as
it contained all resources to overcome. It vibrated crazily as if it were waiting for it to be tapped
into so it could be unleashed.
It does not makes sense in explaining it with mere words but what I witnessed revealed to me
that the force and darkness that was being experienced was not real, but as like a shadow – in
comparison to what lie within that box. Although the heaviness of what I felt was a reality – it
was not THE REALITY.
In the instant upon looking at the beautiful box I knew what was needed to access it; the answer
to combat the dark atmosphere I was experiencing. It was so very simple; to Praise God in all
things, yet it was not about simple lip service but rather an attitude. To ever look to our God and
give attention to who He is by continually recognizing that it is He that is greater, He is what
matters in and among what we may be experiencing. The point that I got in seeing what I saw
was that it is ONLY when we give our eyes and attention – our focus to God will we ever have a
chance to move through life’s challenges. There is the tendency to thank God for the things and
circumstances in our life – but this is not where the power of His love is. For too many times this
can become a self-orientated thankfulness because it is about us. It would be like: ‘ Lord, you
are so very great, full of love and are all that matters to me’, rather than, ‘Thank you Lord for my
house, my kids and that I have my health’. The difference is clear.
In this posture of living we are in the position to hear from God as He leads us through.
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All the powers of this world are under the sway of the wicked one; and has the ability to fool and
deceive us – to divert our eyes and hearts away from the Source of all life. The world is a
cesspool of the work of this artist’s (Satan) craft; where many have been victimized. The truth of
the matter is that it is all an illusion, of what is real – in essence to what REALLY matters. The
power to overcome is to be ever present with what really is; or better said: WHO really is. The
box contained the answer to be free of the chaos that these shadows bring – which is the power
of praise to our God. It is the practice and discipline to ever tell Him that He is worthy of our
attention by giving Him praise for who He is.
You are bigger dear Lord! You are the greatness of this situation! Your presence is only what I
want! You are complete and utter beauty! You are healing and wholeness! You are Love! How
spectacular are you for you are the creator of all! Your mind is unfathomable it is so great! How
lovely are you. You are my joy! You are my healing! You are all I need! I am satisfied with only
You! You are complete! You are bigger than anything my eyes may see! You are the answer to
everything! I am blessed because you are my God! You are my reason! You are the only
truth! Your name is full and great! Praise to you now and forever! Amen!
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The Darkest Of Hearts- I AM Able to Penetrate; PRAY!
Today, there is a fight battling in the heavenly realm for the souls of men, unlike any other. Each
day, I call out; ‘Choose this Day whom you will serve!’ Be certain, I am sending forth My voice
into every crack and crevice upon this earth. For I desire that none should perish, no, not one! I
see all, made but of dust, who know not what it is they do! My call goes out like a heat seeking
missile, and will find every heart who even has a hint of interest in God. They may not even have
been told of the Messiah – they need only to have thoughts toward the God of Creation. You
see, I know all hearts, all thoughts all motives behind the man. I am compassionate and long
suffering and My love is uncomprehend-able to the human mind. I see what each human being
is face with – the spiritual force in which they are under. Yet, I can penetrate even the greatest
of lie, and the darkest of pit – if this one has a thought towards Me. This is why I say to my Saints
– pray – always, in all things and for all people! Pray for hearts to be stirred and prepared and to
cry out for a God they do not yet know. So the soil in their hearts will be tilled and able to accept
the seed I bring and sow into them. The enemy has deceived My people so they do not realize
the power of their prayers, in that many if not most do not make prayer a priority in their own
days! Oh my People, come before Me and seek My face – every day! Ask Me to show you
where you must confess before Me sin, and receive the cleansing power of My Son’s blood to
wash you! Come before Me and ask for the world! Ask, and continue to ask for peoples
souls! For this is a work that is not being done! Too many think they must go out – and do this
and do that, but I say, the greatest work is the commitment to pray – always, in interceding for
all those who do not yet know. Do not believe the lie that I have already counted who I will have
with Me for eternity! I have said; Ask and keep on asking, and do not give up! Seek to pray with
the Holy Spirit – for this is power in the Kingdom of God. This is how you will endure, and keep
in the shadow of My wings. I have said that the greatest commandment is to love Me with all
your heart, all your mind and all your strength – and to love your neighbour as yourself. See, is
not a continual prayer to Me your love being manifest – for Me, your heavenly Father and also
that of your neighbour? I exhort you today to pray like you have never prayed before….for there
are lives depending upon it! And you will see your reward in that great Day and I will say; well
done My faithful servant – and enter into My Joy!
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The Harlot Church
Preface:
I had two dreams that depicted the church – that has motivated the writing of this; I was
petitioning God to show me what the church looked like today. Without getting into detail the
just of it was one was like out of the Truman Show - and that life that was lived was fake and a
sham. It was like there was a template, or filter like thing placed over – to prevent us to see the
reality of Life. Then the other one was full of sexual perversion (I questioned God – about this
dream because it was so offensive) but it was only revealing what was true though extremely
vile. It depicted the relations between one another, within the church system – and was
abhorrent in God’s sight. In short, it was the revealing of how the church system seeks to please
one another rather than God.
In another time previous, I had asked God to show me the Body of Christ – and this is how I
believe He answered. He gave me a glimpse of this magnificent live organism and it took my
breath away: His Body.

Description
She is the system, called church. She is full of dead man’s bones a brood of vipers. Self is what is
nurtured and catered to, in the name of Jesus where allegiance is for the leader, denomination
or ‘creed.’ The Old man still lives in this church. All kinds of (spiritual) adultery is practiced and
revelled in. (Spiritual) incest, homosexuality and perversion of all kinds are freely committed and
encouraged and condoned. The fruit that this church bares resembles what the world produces;
divorce, depression, anxiety, porn addiction, gender confusion, hatred, rivalry, unforgiveness,
jealousy, lusts of all kind, lovers of entertainment and pleasure, boasters and slanderers – is to
name a few. God stirs with burning anger towards this church for it is putrid to His nostrils and
His patience is coming to a close. He calls and warns continually, ‘Come out of her My people!’
Christ is His Beloved Son and the Head of the true Church that is without spot or wrinkle – for
they are found In Him. This (true) Church is not harnessed in a system, to be controlled by man,
or financed by money and ran like a business. For His Church is not like the world and it moves
lives and has its being by His Spirit who leads in power and teaches all its members. They can
hear His voice and are obedient to all that He says. This Church does not seek riches but looks
for treasures found in Christ. They walk separate from the world and seek to maintain this
separation. They live to not love their own lives, to seek to gratify their flesh, they lay down their
lives daily so they may live His.
“Come out of her, my people, lest you share in her sins, and lest you receive of her plagues. 5 For
her sins [b]have reached to heaven, and God has remembered her iniquities. Rev 18:4-5.
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What Have You Done With My Son?
I have given You my Son, My most Beloved Son, My only Son. I sent Him to you, that He be born
and live among you that He become the offering that is needed and acceptable in My sight to
pay the price for sins you have incurred and the body of sin you inherited. We have perfect
fellowship, My Son and I, yet, He chose to leave Me and do this so that He may give to Me what
My heart’s desire is. My heart’s desire is to see the fullness of My Son, in all people, to have
their lives filled with His Life, with Him. That they are My special treasure for He has been
poured out into each one – as they accept and receive His sacrifice and believe Him as Lord and
Savior of their lives. They be a people who expand into Him each day – which is My joy and
delight. You see, this is what I will ask each one; ‘What have you done with My Son?’ For today,
I see many take the Son of My love and throw Him around like he is some kind of possession of
theirs! They slur His name – as if like a magic charm and chant. They use Him, like He is
something to be used. They do not realize that they insult Me and insult the work He has done
for them. That it is they, that My Son has provided a way that I may USE THEM! Yes, like the day
He asked to have the vessels filled with water, so that they would be the wine for the wedding
party to drink – are also those who I take and fill with My Son, and USE for others to drink! Many
take too lightly the work that was done by My Son, so that they may enter My courts to petition
Me. I count this against those, who walk flippantly and without reverence – and who gladly
boast of My grace as they do so. Oh, that there be a desire to walk in My Holiness, to desire to
understand the cost that has granted this grace, for I will surely reveal this to any who desire to
see and understand and it is in your best interest to do so. Many have taken the words ‘For God
so loved the world that He gave His only begotten Son’ for their own meaning. They do not
consider that in My Son is all My love bestowed. For in Him is all the fullness. It is because of My
love for Him, that has qualified Him to be the one who was able to save all who would believe in
Him. Though I love the world – that they would not perish – it is He that is the reason I desire
the whole world to be saved, so that each one be filled with Him, the Son of My love and they
would bear His Name. Do not think too highly of yourself, that you have been saved and can
enjoy My treasures – but instead, understand that He is the reason, and be glorified in You – for
you have nothing I desire apart from Him. See how many do not understand this, because they
do not know the Son of My love. I counsel you to get to know Him, for He is the life that will be
saved and must be found in you.
see also: The Father's Conversation With His Son
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Who is the Love of your Life?
Many say they are lovers of Me but it is I who can see each heart and what lies within it. For
those who truly love Me are ones who strive to love Me with their whole heart, entire mind, and
in every part of their soul. And they will seek to love Me with all the strength they have, and will
only ask for more - so they may continue to love Me. In these ones, I give what it is they need to
seek Me and remain loyal and faithful to Me. I call now, all to look deep into their own hearts –
and ask Me if they also have other loves. For I know that many would be surprised to what I will
show them. For I do see lovers that they take delight in. I see the (spiritual) fornication they
commit. I am jealous and My anger rises over such. Out of such I have a people who come
before Me, call on My name and seek after Me, but they do not see they bring their loves and
lovers with them – expecting Me to accept and join in with them. They wonder why their
prayers are not answered, and they do not have peace and joy in their hearts, they question
their faith, they are often depressed and are anxious about life’s issues and problems. Today,
much of what I have deemed unholy and an abomination is embraced and welcomed in practice
and lifestyle within the church. Why is this? It is because there are very few who come before
Me to specifically ask of Me to reveal to them their sin and adulteries. Instead, they have
justified them through strange doctrines, heretical teaching, the love they have for their sins,
and a disobedient heart. Some of these loves they have, have come through difficult life
circumstances and is a way they have coped. I AM to be whom and what they turn to. Some of
these loves are out of selfish hearts that seek only to be pleased and for pleasure. I AM to be
who they take delight in. My heart is to bring the healing each one is in need of and to fill the
holes. I watch carefully, because when I see a true heart I act fast for I take joy to fill with it
Myself – so I now ask that all would dare to come to Me, and desire that I reveal to them who or
what else they may love before or instead of Me. For all who will cut the tie that has taken
them captive I will strengthen and restore them to Myself.
See also Come Away My Beloved! An Allegory

The Hole In Your Heart
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I Give Peace for I AM Peace
My Peace is not of this world, therefor it cannot be obtained by anything rooted in this
world. Yet I see far too many seeking peace that the world would give – instead of what I have in
great supply. The peace that they seek is not lasting nor can it sustain them. My peace is like
the strength that will sustain in the greatest of storms that blows to destroy but will not have
power over any who seek Me. Instead, this people will not be moved by circumstance or trial,
but only be moved by the Living God who will lead and direct each one through whatever is
thrown at them or what they must endure. I have said that in this life you will have tribulation –
and have never denied this, yet many think that deserve to walk blissfully along in comfort
because they believe in Me. This is a snare that has many captive. Rather, I give all what they
are in need of to endure, and in this they grow more into My image and experience the reality of
who I am through My power to strengthen. To be a believer in My Son, is to also walk in His
peace. If you do not experience His Peace, then go back to where you have left Him. Repent
from taking your eyes off of Him and placing them onto others, and things to sustain you. I have
a people, who say they believe in Me, who would take drugs that doctors prescribe or seek the
high of other substances in order that they may experience what these promise – who do not
realize what it is they are doing in My sight. They are foolish to take the bait that is straight from
the devil’s hand for they tread upon a slippery slope downward – away from Me. Be not
deceived oh people, My peace is beyond this – substance induced peace that is sought
after! Seek not after the peace of this world, realize that this is an offense to Me, for it is the
denial of My Son who I have given, the Prince of Peace, seek Him and believe in Him.
My Peace is of Me and I release this to all who seek after Me with hearts that are true. It is the
sign of My blessing upon all those who walk in obedience as they trust Me as their Lord. To be a
follower of Mine, and not contain My peace – calls for serious investigation for there has been a
disconnect.
For anyone to be in reliance upon something other than Myself – to obtain peace – is to deny
the Prince of Peace. I say that anyone who denies My Son, I will too deny! Be careful in this
warning – for many who feel like they are getting nowhere in their faith, or say I am not
answering their prayers, or that they do not ‘feel’ Me could be the result of in fact that they have
denied Me through the many of their choices and this is a spiritual law that cannot be crossed
without repercussion. I counsel all to sow into Life through the Spirit and Power of God –
seeking Me for all and in this My Peace I will release to you that will guard you, lead you and
sustain you. See also Be Still and Know that I am God
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To the Dead Man Walking
The day looms toward, the day of exposure. Nothing hidden will remained covered, did you not know
this? You carry on as if this will never be for you deceive others very well, even yourself. You’ve made a
well acted play among all that you know for they see the fake you. Oh, you are so very skilled at
presenting the character they all see in you. You are so lovable and kind, everybody’s friend. They do not
see as I see, the black soul that is within you. How you are a stench to my nostrils. For everything you
are, all that you do – I hate with great passion. You are an abomination to Me as you have stored within
you My wrath. Did you really think that I would not see? That because you have gotten away with this
way of life, that I somehow have overlooked this? This is your deception that will bring you to the pit of
hell where you belong! Don’t you see that you are My enemy? That I am fixed to bring you to
devastation – into eternity? Yet even in this, you still have hope. For I am a God who forgives all who
would turn away from the sin that they love and have been imprisoned by. Do not be deceived any
longer, for I am not mocked – and will do all as I say I will do; receive all who turn to Me and believe in Me
– that I died for all so they would be saved from sin – or, I will judge you and condemn you to death to
suffer everlasting for the sins you love so much. You see, My arm is not shortened that it cannot save the
gravest of sinner who looks unto Me for Salvation, nor is My wrath able to overlook any who reject the
Redeemer of their souls. The day of grace is today, for you – choose this day where you will reside for
eternity, do not play any longer the game of death. For each day you continue, is a day where you grow
farther from your way of escape. For the suffering you dread now, in the turning from sin – is nothing
compared to the suffering that sin will be for you forever – have ears to hear today the cost of sin you
enjoy now will be to you – and repent, for truly your life depends upon this. In this day, you will have
your eyes opened to the lie you have lived and I will fill you with the Spirit who is truth, the way and life. I
will reveal to you who I AM and you will never be the same again!
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The Cost

“Do you know Me? Many would say ‘yes!’ without a thought. But I say that only a few know
Me, and fewer still, do I know. These words I have spoken, are not really pondered, instead they
are counted as for another. I desire to know and to be known – by My own, and this is the basis
and qualification of entry into my family. Yet, you will see how many attempt to enter in, by
other means that have an appearance of right and good, but are far from Me. I do not accept
any who would go these ways. Realize that when My own seek Me, they do so through My Son –
and lay down their lives as He did, so they may take up the life that is theirs – that I have given
through Him. With each moment they are awake, My own live to lay down their lives – for they
do not count them anymore to bare any significance, but it is God that they look to, so they may
serve Him. I give power to My own, so they may walk in My ways, in My love, and they give to
Me their own lives – daily. This is the exchange of love and intimacy grows from this. As I am
known by these I too in turn, know them – it is the act and exchange of love that qualifies this
intimacy for it involves cost. As you give, you receive, Me, and as I receive you, I give to
you. Though Salvation is free, it by no means without price! Look at it this way; I build you a
house, out of material you could never find or copy – a house that will provide for you all that
you are in need of and It is there waiting for you. It has been built with such costly goods, there
is no comparison, but it is given to you free of cost, for I do not charge anyone for the home I
build them, I give it because of the love I have for all and I desire they live in my abode where
they will not be in any danger. However, in order for you to actually enjoy this house you must
move out of your old house first and leave all that is in the old to enter in the new. There is a
cost to you in this great exchange, and that is you must leave all behind to enter in My
abode. This is by no means what is often called ‘works salvation’ –instead, it is the logic of
Salvation. I give freely to any who want – and to receive there is a cost and that is the cost of
dying to self. Salvation is not what so many have made it into, Salvation is in My Son, and to
abide in His Life is to receive the gift of new and everlasting life – found ONLY in Him, who is the
Way, the Truth and the Life and As His life flows through all who receive Him – this is abiding,
where I am known, and I know – all who remain in this posture. This is where living waters are
found, for it is My signature in all who are in this place and remain. Do not think that the life of a
believer and follower of mine is one of no work! Oh, how far away from the truth this is! I
command all who are mind to be about My business – in all they do!
There will be a great many who will state to Me how much they have done for Me, oh the lists
they will give of all the good they have done! They read their bibles, attended and served in
church, gave to the needy, praised Me and prayed to Me. They have lived lives in word – and in
deed, but not in My Spirit! They lived lives of addition and not of subtraction. They added to
their lives, and did not count them as dead. They continued to live according to their flesh, their
pride and the world. This is the great deception that is consuming Christian circles today! I will
say to all of them: ‘Away with you, for I do not know you! You workers of lawlessness!’ For in
living you did not consider the words I have spoken – ‘To be one of my disciples you must deny
yourself, take up your cross and come follow me!’ They loved their lives too much to give them
up – so I could never get to know them and they desired not to be known.
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You must die – so you may live! Those who have ears, hear and follow!
See also; Way Truth & Life: Does Jesus Know You?
saved!

If you are not born again – you are not
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The Chamber
Go, go away from this place, the place where Fear dwells. Excuse yourself from all its company
and steal away to a place that has been set aside for you, just you. As you make that first move,
to turn from Master Fear, it will only be moments where you will see the Door, the Door where
hope awaits you. Keep walking away, blocking your ears against the threats that Fear shouts
your way. You see, he so makes it all his effort and aim that you would bite what he throws your
way for ‘ahhhhh he will say, I’ve captured this one – again! Come away with me now so I may
take you as my disciple, we will work well together as you will listen to all I tell you!’ But I tell
you, keep walking, do not turn back – for there is the Door, do you not see it? Open it for you
have one who wants to meet with you – alone, just you, just Him. ‘How very long My dear one
have I thought about you, waiting for this time we would have together. I wanted to scoop you
up and away from your tormentor so many times don’t you see for you are inscribed in the very
palms of My hands? It was only because your eyes were upon him that you could not see Me
nor hear My words to you. My heart is so very tender towards you, for I can feel every inch of
you in depths that only I understand. My cry is for you, to come! Come to Me – and find your
rest. I rescue all who would only seek to find Me. But know this, I do not take you out of the
world, but I bring My world to you – so you may escape all that seeks to destroy you. It is the
place where you do not have to Fear anymore. I place My hand upon your heart, and say
‘PEACE! BE STILL! It is the place where though there be the force of (evil) winds blowing upon
you, as you keep your eyes upon Me, we will walk upon all that comes against you – like when
one walks upon water’ For most certainly there will be troubles for all who will live and breathe
upon the earth, but I have made it so that you may overcome, though you are even made to
walk in the furnace of fire – fear will not be in your company, not even there! This place that I
have made for you and Me is one that cannot be understood let alone explained, it is a place
that must be experienced to be part of. It is the forsaking of the relationship man has with Fear
– so you may enter into My Chamber I provide for all to join Me. In this place I will tell you things
you do not yet know, and where you gladly give to Me what I ask for and where you receive joy
unspeakable. Here is where you will truly find peace and My counsel that will sustain you to the
end. For as you make this your regular sanctuary, you will no longer hear and obey the voice of
Fear. But do not think that he has left, no he will always try, only make it your habit to remain in
this place with Me – always! For it was designed for constant habitation! For if you come and
go, you are always at risk to be deceived by the clever and cunning Master Fear whose aim is to
put you in the place of torment to destroy you and keep you from Me. Though he be cunning in
all he does, he never takes you by force, but it is by your own choice and decision, just as with
Me.
I am the door. If anyone enters by Me, he will be saved, and will go in and out and find pasture. The
thief does not come except to steal, and to kill, and to destroy. I have come that they may have life,
and that they may have it more abundantly. John 10:9-11
See also I Give Peace for I AM Peace and from Way Truth & Life; No Peace?
an allegory

The Cell –
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To Those Who Demand Evidence of My Existence
The evidence of My presence is so rich and prevalent that it has been taken for granted. My -fingerprint
is upon everything seen and unseen. My fragrance flows through My creation, My nature, My heart and
My joy. The landscapes are no coincidence! I designed them. The sunrise and the sunset – I ordered this
beauty to complete perfection. The calm seas, and the raging sea – they come from My heart – who I
am! The instinctual make up I place in all created things – are evidences of ‘the God particle.’ For the
caring of a mother bear, the hovering of the hen for her chicks – did not just happen – I placed this there
as a testimony to Myself. Sin, death are clearly seen in creation. Look at a corrupted water well – to
drink it would bring sickness and even death. Pick fruit from a tree, how long will it last before it
decays. Because Man has been cut off from God through Adam and Eve’s sin, like the fruit cut from the
tree, death comes. As surely as that fruit will succumb to decay so will all who choose not the God of
Living Water who not only removes the decayed sin, but transforms each into new creations. You have
life, you have death – they reveal the reality of sin and righteousness in by design. It is truly the fool who
demands evidence of My existence! For the very beating of their heart beats by My word! The sense of
touch for comfort, pleasure and pain – did they just randomly come forth? The desire to be loved is this
born from the evolution of apes? The mysteries of the human mind and soul – I created and understand
completely. Who dares to challenge God with the words that question Him saying, ‘if there was a God
then why does He allow suffering?’ This will never be answered for those who have a dark soul. For they
ask out of ignorance and arrogance – and do not see how much they contribute to human suffering! For
who of these would sell all they have to give to the poor? Who of these would be willing to lay down
their lives to give opportunity for another to live? I AM the Living Waters – for all to come and drink and
live. For all who come and drink of Me need not to question Me because they are carriers of My witness
and testimony of My existence and they live in the reality of My Life. The question to prove the existence
of God is not the question to ask. The question to ask is ‘Who Are You Lord?’ As Saul, who later became
the apostle Paul did asked. I surely revealed to Him who I was. His life was changed. For now this, when I
enter into lives, they do not remain the same, they too are changed. I would reveal to all who asks with
sincere heart and they would no longer would they need to ask again! See also Who do you say I am? and
from Way Truth & Life Blog; Does Jesus Know You?
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The Power in My Blood
My blood contains life. Life that I have for all who wash with it and is eternal. For you are birthed
in sin. The sin is insidious and because you carry around your body – you will always have sin to
contend with. This is what it means when John says, ‘if you say you have no sin – you are a liar –
and call Him a liar’ for your body is the containment for sin. And this is where the power of My
blood comes in. My blood was poured out once – for all and no longer is there any need for
another sacrifice and keeps you – safe, in My Kingdom. But My blood is to be continually
washing all who seek to be clean before My Father. This is what John was saying when he said’
that if you confess your sin, the blood of Jesus will cleanse you’ So, when it is said– that My
blood covers all sin, past, present and future is a truth that has been twisted. In the moment that
any lay hold of My sacrifice for them, in truth, I wash them so they may stand before Myself and
My Father, blameless but does not stop there. For My blood is living, and must be taken and
drank like a perpetual fountain of life. Eat My flesh, drink My blood – this is what this means. You
must feed off of this living source that comes from Me – to keep you alive in Me. There is a
picture of this when God rained down manna from heaven to sustain the children of Israel
wandering in the wilderness. If you did not feed off of the manna, you would die. It was to be
taken daily, and handled according to the word of God in His instruction otherwise it would rot
Exodus 16. For you have sin in you that I and only I can call out to reveal to you even that it is
there! I have said that it is not what you take in – your food that defiles a man Matt 15:16-20. It
is the very heart of every man that will defile you. For if you keep sin it is like a catalyst and you
will see that what lies in your heart for it will be revealed, no one is immune! My blood covers all
who walk in Me, who look to Me seeking the will of My Father. My blood is active and will flush
out – all the impurities that are within you but I must have a people who look to Me for this.
Instead, I see a great many who believe the lie and say they are saved, and then continue to live
as one whose sin remains active and also that that lies dormant. They do not seek Me to show
them, they do not seek Me to teach them so I may be a transforming fire within them. This is
how you become into My image and likeness! You cannot lay dormant, saying that all is well as
you sit in your sin! For in this, you deny you have sin! In this you cannot be cleansed by the
power of My Blood! My Grace is what covers all who walk with Me in this way – so they are set
apart and the enemy cannot touch them. What I grant is freely given which cannot be worked
for – for how can anyone ever build, earn or gain such a gift that has value that mortal man could
ever understand let alone attempt to work for it? There is none who would ever boast that they
have earned this precious gift of My Blood who walk in its power. That is not to say that because
this gift was no cost to you that it be handled in the way that so many handle it. Paul eluded to
this when he explained the reason that there were those among them who were sick and dying –
because how they handled the blood of Christ and His Broken body 1 Cor 11:29-31. I say, they
treated My body and blood as meaningless. This is the same today. ‘Free gift!’ – they cry out to
the masses, ‘come and get it, you need only to accept it, believe in Jesus and it is yours and
eternity with God is guaranteed!’ This too is meaningless, for tell me, how does this sound to
you? Is this how My Father would have you speak of His only begotten Son of His Love? My Spirit
speaks otherwise to all who have ears to hear. My Spirit grieves in such environments and is
brought to anger at the handling of My Blood – My Life, My Work, a labor of love. I have made
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the way for any who would come and follow Me. I grant all My grace to walk into the fullness I
am – which covers your lifetime. I provide you this, but your eternity depends upon what you do
with what I provide you with. For in your body of sin, I in my work, remove it from you. You see,
you are covered, and sin does not have power that the wrath of My Father hates over you any
longer– though you will contend with sin until you die and it is here where you and I must work
to remove it. For I long for a Bride without spot or wrinkle! It is my desire to make her ready –
and I am doing this in her for this is what I am speaking to you now. If you are not seeking to be
free from sin in your daily life – you must pay careful attention to what I am saying and adjust
your thinking! Be not deceived to think that your sin is so very lovable, and harmless and just not
that big of a deal.
Walk right and just before Me and you will see the good way. You must carefully consider all that
you do so you can do what is right and just. There is no rest for the upright for it is your
commission as all who follow after Me. As I counseled Cain with a warning, I say to you; do well
and right and you will receive My blessing (grace), but do not – and sin waits very patiently so it
may enter in to consume you. Understand that sin does not ever go away and will seize any
opportunity you have given it, to enter in. There are so very many who do not consider their
ways to see all the sin they allow in their lives, for if they did they would see that My life is
nowhere to be found. For I do not dwell where sin is lifted up. Too many do not take time to
consult with Me with a heart that is humble for I tell all who seek Me in this way what they must
do with the sin they play with, or they do not even yet know of. My blood was poured out before
My Father, to satisfy Him on your behalf. I have made a way for your freedom from sin. This
freedom is truly reached through a walk done daily – with Me, where we interact. For many
think that I buy them freedom and they can continue to sin in that they need not think about it
any longer, for ‘Jesus has dealt with it’ they tell themselves. Only the enemy himself could have
created this lie that so many live by because he seeks to insult My Blood – and has done so by
introducing this ‘doctrine.’ My blood is living and it cleanses the vilest of sin – to where there is
no longer any evidence it ever existed. Do you hear this? My blood removes any and all of sins’
power – in lives who apply it. To say there is addiction in the circles of believing people – is to
deny Christ! I am not mocked, but you are deceived – for what you sow you will always reap!
Where there is addiction – I am not there, for there is no freedom. Do you see? Who has
depression? Who struggles with suicidal thoughts? These are all who have not understood truly
what I have come to do! I always reveal to all who follow after Me what lies hidden, in My time
and My way. But I will never, ever allow any to keep sin – so it brings them to places such as
these. If you know that even right now you are practicing sin – you are walking not with Me and
are on dangerous ground. Do not justify it to say it is so very small and insignificant. Come before
Me now, repent of it – and follow after Me. Seek Me and I will grant to you grace as you live to
obey Me. Understand that when your heart seeks its own, you walk out into the devil’s
playground of sin. He waits for this so he may pounce upon you to lay hold of you. As with Cain, I
granted My grace, but he chose the way of his own heart, and from it sprang murder. You too
have many such things that can spring out of your heart, to bring you to your own destruction!
Be not deceived – for I am not mocked! My blood is not for any who would continue to walk in
sin for to do so is to partake with the Father of sin. My blood cleanses and makes new all who
desire to be cleansed from sin! To continue to sow to sin – is to reap not My life, but only death.
There are so very many who live lives so cluttered, so filled with confusion, sorrow with no rest.
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It is only I that can take you and strip all that has you bound in such places. Oh, but do not treat
Me as a quick fix! How many do I hear say these words: ‘but I prayed and God did not answer
me!’ where they give up on Me to continue living their life of futility. No, it will be a walk where I
take you day to day, to each knot, each tangle and broken place – one at a time so we may bring
the healing and deliverance that My blood supplies. Some I give this to very quickly, for reasons I
only hold, and for others it will be the journey I give to them. Understand though, you will be
covered in My peace, and My power – as we walk together to your freedom. Nothing compares
to My Spirit dwelling with you and you will taste and see that the Lord is truly good.

So the LORD said to Cain, “Why are you angry? And why has your countenance fallen? If you do
well, will you not be accepted? And if you do not do well, sin lies at the door. And its desire is for
you, but you should rule over it.” Gen 4:6,7
For the life of the flesh is in the blood, and I have given it to you upon the altar to make atonement
for your souls; for it is the blood that makes atonement for the soul.’ Lev 17:11
If we say that we have no sin, we deceive ourselves, and the truth is not in us. If we confess our sins,
He is faithful and just to forgive us our sins and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness. If we say
that we have not sinned, we make Him a liar, and His word is not in us. 1 John 1:8-10
See also What Have You Done With My Son?

Pleading the Blood of Jesus, is this scriptural?
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Deeds Done
For where envy and self-seeking exist, confusion and every evil thing are there. James 3:16
A self-seeking work can easily be disguised as an admirable work. Beware for though it be done
with good intentions and in My name it in truth is counted as wicked before His eyes and a snare
for you!
For many deeds are done in this way, deceiving and being deceived for they sooth the soul’s
desire to accomplish and be accomplished, even for those who do things in My name with the
intention to bring Me glory. The Holy Spirit who dwells with mine own – does not work in this
way. For all that He does and will ever do is bring glory and honor to Me, in that He seeks not for
His own elevation and this is how you will prove My will in all things; I do not draw any away
from Myself, for in Me is all that you have need of. I do not reveal to you prophesy or revelation
that is apart from Me. For My will is always about what you are given -in Me, who you are -in
Me and the will of My Father, for you -in Me. I do not take you to any other place – for there is
no reason nor any need to do so. All that you ask of Me is found in this – My answer to you is in
Me – look in here and you will find what you need to know. Do not be easily found wandering
into things that I do not speak of in My Word for you will surely be caught into snares that will
bring you into more snares. This is when you will follow after voices that I know not of nor have I
sent them to you. Do not attempt to make your life about something other apart from My
will. For some make it My will as by force rather than as by submission thereby it is not My will
at all! What is my will: It is the same as My Father’s which is that you believe on whom He has
sent. What does it mean to believe? For in believing, I ask that all who are Mine to lay your
lives down – as dead, to count it not! Then you are ready to seek My will to follow Me
rightly. You will surely always see that it is not about you – where you will also see that this is
good! For in you – on your own, apart from Me there is no good thing! It is about My Life,that I
have laid down, so that You may take it up to be yours, then in this way you will be one who
testifies Me to all those around you. Selfish ambition is not like this – it seeks its own. To be
right and righted. It seeks to be justified before men and given honors due. Do not be deceived
to think you are seeking righteousness in doings such as these. No, die first to seek nothing else
but Me in all you think, say and do. Do not seek any other or thing above Me. Then I give you
the steps that I order for you to walk. I give you insight that will direct you where you will clearly
see what it is you need to do. I will bring low the high places –that lie in your heart first, then I
will also bring you from the low places to the mountain tops as you submit to Me your selfseeking heart. Be no longer caught in the many things that you feel need to be done, instead
come sit at My feet and listen, apply your heart to My words for this is the good and better place
to be and we will accomplish much!
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The Will of God
It is My will that none would perish, and have given My Son so that whosoever would believe on Him they
would escape the wrath I have against sin to attain My forgiveness. My Son is the one who all must look
upon in dependence to save your very lives. To take your eyes off of Him is to also take your heart and
mind off of Him as well. As long as any live in this world they must keep their eyes upon My Son, so they
may not be subject to the plague of sin. Look at my people who wandered with Moses in the wilderness,
they were smitten by plague and were dyeing – and I had Moses make a bronze serpent on a pole. Only
those who looked upon that pole were spared the death they deserved. For they sinned against Me.
Numbers 21:4-9. In the same way, are all who look upon My Son. John 3:14-21. Not once, not twice or
when things get bad, but look upon Him continually – in dependence. For in Him there is forgiveness of
sins, and escape from My wrath and My protection. To look upon My Son is the work I call for all who
would be counted as My own. Understand that looking is believing in Him. I have done all the work for all
to enter in My rest and even give to each a measure of faith. For it is by faith that all are saved. What do I
require? That you look upon My Son who has died for the sins of man and is now resurrected - and not
look away. When you believe in My Son in what He has done, you walk in who you believe and this is your
grace and power to overcome this world. I give to all who diligently seek after Me, for I see every heart
and know who is true to Me. I encourage all to no longer go about your days doing this or that that is
empty of this understanding. Oh how many who walk in futility after their own shallow hearts, though be
noble, kind and even righteous. They are deceived for they believe I am there in their midst like a loyal
dog! For I am along with them, they reason, as they do their own tasks, projects and plans. In truth, My
people are alongside Me, and do My work – and we move in righteousness, peace and joy. This is the
right and perfect will I call for all to walk in and can only be done according to how I instruct. For those
who do it in their own way they put themselves at risk. For they walk in rebellion and are counted as fair
game to the evil one. He continually searches for those who are like these, for then he is able to put to
plan ways that he may kill, steal and destroy and to deceive all who turn from Me. Be not foolish to think
that you cannot be deceived for you are kept only by My grace from the hand of the evil one and when
you choose to venture out into your own way you are walk in his territory. He understands the working of
My grace and continually seeks to lure those out from My will and purposes. Look only around you in
your churches, groups and in your own hearts and you will see what I say is true. For few seek to do the
will of the Father to believe on the Son as their life. Instead this is compartmentalized, and they will look
to the Son in a few things and pray and trust and go about the rest according to what is right in their own
eyes. Is this you? For this people do not walk in My victory, and the joy I give in peace that passes all
understanding and not of this world. No matter how many times you sing Hallelujah to Me or pray in My
name – it is empty and void if you do not look upon My Son – as your life, continually. Understand, that
the majority speak well of Me with their lips but I see their hearts, and they are far from Me. Each day I
give to you. Take it to include Me. Take nothing for granted. Wake up and understand how easy it is to
live for yourself being deceived thinking that you live for Me. Come to me, all who see they are thirsty!
Come to Me all who labor and heavy laden! Do not come unless you are of earnest heart to find Me so
you may live completely in Me. For all who would set out to learn of Me with a pure and diligent heart – I
will fill them! Then I will give you desires that are My own desires, you will love with My love, and despise
what I hate and enjoy our fellowship every moment of every day.
Take our relationship no longer lightly and be willing to lay down what I will reveal to you as we walk
together in the light. For when I reveal to you things that must be laid aside, and you continue in them,
you walk in your own will, not mine. But also know when I reveal to you what you must lay aside, as you
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obey, I grant to you grace so you are able to.
Enough time has been spent on the needless. Come now – all who would desire to walk in My fullness, in
My will, for it is not for the faint of heart! Yet even I can take the faint heart who would only desire this
and will give it strength and courage.
Careful in thinking that you walk well in Me and stand upright! For I seek a people who would see and
understand they must depend upon Me continually realizing that I am what will make anyone stand
uprightly to walk in the paths that are right. For to put faith in oneself is the last step before a fall and
even destruction.
I give all that is needed to accomplish My Will. But do not think you need not give anything! For that will
profit you nothing. For a covenant does not only depend upon one person agreeing for it to be binding for
all parties involved must be in agreement. In My covenant you have all the promises I give though I did
not come for puppets or robots, but for a people who would seek to love their God with all their heart,
mind and soul – and I give to those even in this. Love not your own life, but seek Me as your life and I will
reveal to you this mystery; Christ in you – the hope of glory. And this is My perfect Will - for you.
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Fighting in the Battle to Win
The enemy looks unceasingly upon the souls of men, and even with great anticipation over those who are
Mine, watching for when they may take advantage and enter in your life and circumstances. For they
can only enter through a right-of-way, though they are able to assist in getting there, through lies and
lures so what they tempt with may be of success. It is the responsibility of each man and woman to guard
their souls so they do not leave any opening for the enemy to enter in, to gain a foothold. This is why so
many of My own suffer needlessly! They have been duped, and remain so because they do not seek Me
to give them the answer to the problem they suffer or face. Instead, they look to Me to heal them or take
the issue out of their lives. They do not fully believe that the life they live is not physical, but
spiritual. That in the spirit if they fought and grew in strength, they would be able to discern and not be
so easily overtaken. They do not understand the seriousness that the enemy has a vast army who are
skilled in what they do and are able to accomplish a great many fetes because of ignorance. That many
things that my people ‘deal with’ are needless, but they accept them as being part of life, but really what
they are is the enemies fingerprint upon their lives. Too many of Mine do not take seriously what must
be and that is to quit looking to themselves, man or man’s creation to find their answer. Quit searching
such things and become serious in your devotion to Me! I tell you, there are far too many who are Mine
who die too early because of what they have given to. They still come into My presence they have been
stolen from, what they could have. The warnings are very clear as I have given them through My
prophets and apostles through the scriptures. They are there for all to lay hold of to put into practice and
this is their safe guard. But even in this, the enemy has entered in to create question upon the validity of
My word, or if it is even applicable for the believer today. If My people would seek Me, and be of
repentant heart, I will enter in, bring light to where they have allowed darkness to overtake to deceive
and corrupt. I will reveal to them the truth, step by step. With each truth I reveal, I wait for the
acknowledgement and the casting off before I will reveal more. This too, is where many start, but they
will be deceived to stop. Understand My people how serious this is! Understand how precious you are in
My sight and this is why the enemy seeks to destroy Mine own! Understand that there are spiritual
laws. Speak not with a corrupt mouth! In your anger do not sin! Take every thought captive to the
obedience of God! Seek to be of pure heart. Do not boast in anything – except your God! Make humility
what you wear! Seek not just your own, but for the interest of others! Do you hear in the few words
here what I am telling you? Everything done by you is of the law of sin and death or the law of life and
liberty. This is why you must not walk carelessly, but be careful in all things in fearful reverence in the
things of God for they are what will give you life and peace. Respect what I have said, in ALL the words of
scripture My people! Take them to mean something to you, not just a few passages that you have taken
a liking to but to the whole counsel I give to you. As you do, it will become alive, and food for you that you
will only crave more and will develop a deeper and greater love for. For they speak of who I AM
throughout. You see that My own have put themselves under judgement, in what they do, without
thinking – because of ignorance! My people perish because of the lack of knowledge that they fail to
seek and obey! You cage yourself in to put chains upon you – through many things you have carelessly
allowed and participated in and things you have not put a stop to. Do not contend with the enemy as to
rebuke him as so very many do thinking they are doing spiritual warfare rather the battle is in how you
conduct yourselves in practice through the word I give to you and this will plummet the enemy who
contends for you.
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